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Merula migratoria.

1892. Mass .

July M.Goncprd.- For more than a week Robins have sung most freely Robin's

(No. 4) during the day tirae-especially in the afternoon-and sparingly- not

or not at all- In the early morning and after sunset. I do not", roosting

as yet see any indications of a roost in this neighborhood, yet.

There yiere no Robins flying in the birch swamp on the Assabet

last evening and I have seen none passing over any of the places

where I have been at sunset of late. In fact I am quite certain

that the birds of this neighborhood are still roosting singly

in the trees near their nests. They come in great numbers every

day to a cherry tree behind the house. Some of them take the

cherries off In^^ their bills, perhaps to distant nests with yoiing

others swallow them whole although they (the cherries) are of a

large size,

(No. 6) Concord .- The Robin's nest near my cabin was empty but the old Young

birds came about and scolded me so I concluded that the yo-ung of Robins

this their second brood had been safely reared. (I saw the young of

next day, bobtails, feeble on the wing, ) second

brood

leave



Merula migratoria.

1892. Mass .

July 27. ff.Qncprd. .- I sav Robin^^iln small flocks in my olueoerry sxamp

(No. 3) and among the maples at the foot of Holden's Kill. At the

latter place they seemed to be collecting to roost (a little

before sunset. )

Concord .- Robins too were coming in from various directions and Robin

pitching down into the mxaple woods on the eastern borders of the> roosts

meadow. Their* roost, however, is of trifling proportions judg-

ing from what I saw of it this evening.

Aug."sk,. Concord.- The Robins, six or ei{;ht in niomber came, apparently, Curious-

{no.4) from, a distance and singly and pitched into the birch swamp ex- ly small

actly at the point where there was a well-defined but small Robin

roost in I886-V87. There can be no doubt that those that came roost,

this evening passed the night in those trees for I stayed near

them until it was nearly darX and heard them flutter and settle

them^selves on their perches. Surely this is the smallest Robin

roost on record?

Aug. 17.

(No. 2)
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Merul a mlsratoria .

Concord, Mass.

1894. Robins liave frequented, the river banks in small flocks

Oct. 11. tiiroTji^jh the latter half of October to feed upoii the black al-

to

Nov. 21. der berries and I foimd a single bird on the 24th November.

On Nov. 4th I saw several flocks of Robiiis the cedar pas-

tures along the Estabrook road. Apparently only a few strag-

glers reiTiained in the region about Concord after Nov. 15th.

Uniformly clear, x'larn weatrier tlirough October.
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1896. Penobscot Bay, Maine.
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Lterula mlp;ratorla .

Ball's Hill, Concord, Ivlass.

1897. A year or tvv-o ago I noticed v/hat seemed to be a small

April. spring Robin roost in some dense yoimg pines on the N.E. side

of Ball's Hill. This season I have seen the toirds there on

only one occasion, viz. April 26th when between s\mset and

darl; a dozen or more came in from different directions biit

chiefly from the S. and 3.\V, I think they were all males for

nearly if not quite every one sang for a few minutes just be-

fore darlv raalving a fine chorus. A strong and exceedingly

chilly S.W. wind was blowing this evening and they doubtless

sought shelter from it among these pines under the lea of the

• high ridge. Robins have been scarcer than usual at Concord

this spring.
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a My i-eoent notes on the Robins are as follows:- Sept, 30, 8

or lOflev/ over the house to-night. Oct. I. Went to the roost. Saw

about 60 come in- most of them about 5.50 ( sunset, 5.36), One

flock of twelve (13) went rifjht by the roost up the valley towards

Rock Meadow, as if ignorant of the locality of the roost (northern

migrants?), Oct, 8. Betv/een 5 & 6 o'clock the roost at Beaver

Bi'ook seemed to be quite populous. In the afternoon had seen many

passing over Arlington Heights, apparently^ migrants). Oct . 31 . To-

ward sunset I went to the roost ( sunset , 4, 53 ) . At 4.50 four Robins

flew over, continuing their flight up towards Rock I.Ieadow (cf, Oct

1st), At 5 o'clock another passed over in tlie same direction. At

5,10 four, at 5.15 three. At this time there v/as one squealing in

the roost, but I did not make out whether hefollowed the rest later

on. The mode of flight, notes, & all the other circ-umstances were

identical with what one sees during the sumi'rier roost-flights. The

trees in the old roost are now mostly bare & it looks as if the

birds had chosen a nevf dormitory further up the valley
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I wallted over to li^ystic Pond tliis morning, and wiiile crossing

over Arlington Heights I fell in with the vastest floci: of Robins

I ever encountered in winter. There must have been upwards of 100

of them Their actions were just lilie what one observes when they

begin to gsther at their donaitories of a summer evening, I was

sirrprised and pleasedto find several of thera sinking although a

biting west wind --ras blov^ini^i at the time^ Tlie songs were Just as

as in the breeding-^season, save more subdued,—in fact exactly

like the songs heard at the roosts in early summer. 0,W,L<s "light

plumage" must refer to their backs for the breasts of all that I

examined denoted males in high plumage. In fact all the winter

Robins that I see, ---as v/ell as the earliest comers in the spring

—

appear to be males. The attraction for the Robins on Arlington

Heights is the privet berries. The gro-ond under the bushes was

1it«$itn with their remains, and the fa'toes of the birds lay upon

the groiind as black as ink,

Walter Faxon (letter January 13, I89I ).

Waverly, Ivlass,

3 f 1
I have seen Robins (in the same place) January 6, 9, 10, 12.

1^ brother reports a large flock of Robins in Brookline, January 7

and 8, Torrey also reports them at Melrose,

Walter 5'axon (letter January 12, I89I ).

Robins seem to bB scarce here now, saw one on Thanksgiving Day,

none since, Walter Faxon (letter Decenlber 4, I89I),



I made the following coant of pobins which fie-/ over this

place tonight on their way to the oeaver ]=rook roost. The roost

IS about three foutths of a mile from here in a bee line. The

birds ^'^ent in little flocks aboui as set down below, although some

singles wore incorporated with the follov/ing flock:

7. 15

P. M. G. 45 6. 50 7. oo 7. 05 10

7 14 10 8 3G 8

8 7 20 29 6 II

4 5 14 13 13 5

12 3 4 23 4 4

4 4 7 5 455
4- 9 9 10

6 4 IS 13

8 S Sunset S

II at 9

6 6. 57 4

16
"

10

5

On the 3d I went to the roos^, but the water is so high I

could not get intd the roost very v/ell. It did not seem to be

very large, but counting-:' 455 birds three quarters of a mile anay

from our station, ^shows that j have greatly under estimated m my

counts. '



''erula rnigrato_ria ( Roost at Melrose Highlands) -— - - 2

I got there at 6.30 t o-night, and, as the evening wa s clear,
I felt sure of being in good season. Most of the robins v/ere al-
ready arriving. Eighteen came in the fi rst five minu es. At my
end during the hour, betwisen 6.30 and 7.30, 1267 birds arrived; or
rather, I counted that number. It is itnpossib le to be accurate.
They come so fast ^ at times that you cann ot tur n your head to

see 7;hat is going on on the other side of youfj^ithout doubt, I

missed many. Assuming that my eye took in a quarter of the cir-
cuit (•- it real y took in less than that very much ^ess for
the last quarter hour,) you have more than 5,000 arrivals in

the hour. Birds were still coming v/hen I came away, but a black
el__,pud ma de it so dar :( suddenly dark) that I could see only the
stragglers that happened to i'o close by me. I have a suspicion
{ not based on much, to be sure,) that the roos'i. is grov/mg lar-
ger night after nighi. BMy birds seemed to come more m flocks
to-night, which made the counting more difficult. Between 6.40
and 7.30 to-night, 1, 23:5 against 1072 last night in the same time.
Of the v/hole number to-n ight 818 arrived before the sunset gun.

Bradford Torrey, letter of July 29IS89.|'Ar If.^'o^^J

Mr. ^axon tells me that he has given you my bulletins from
the Melrose Eobin roost and j have today written him that m.y pre-
vious figures prove to Jtave been exaggerated. They v/ere based on
the assumption that the birds entered the v;ood in about equal num-
bers on all sides. It turns out thai, at the easterly end, where
my counts were made, many uaare birds enter than on the northern
or v/estern side. I have made three counts at the eastern end: July
28, 1072; July 29, 1267; August I, 1533. Last night on the north
ern side I counted only 383. I am. not sure v/hat the increase at tfe

easterly end means, whether an increase in the whole numberf^'or

only an increased gregariousness
,
leading the biros more and more

to go and come together. In counting at the populous end, I was
sure that I fell much short of getting all the birds hundreds
short, I believe. My opinion is that the entries on that side
numbered more nearly 2000 than 1500. Rut my total estimate must
be cut dovm to 3000, or perhaps less. I am surprised to learn
from Faxon that the Cambridge congregation is much smaller, "hun-
dreds instead of thousands", and it occurs to me that you might
think it worth v/hile to drive over and see it, as you will v/ish

to describe the habit fully in your book The gathering beiiinsia

in a scattering way, by half past five, and the tim.e will of
course grow earlier and earlier. . . . There is not much to be learn
ed, so far as I cam make out, by going into the wood itself. —
l^radfrod Torrey, letter o^ August 3, i889.



Merula migratoriaf Eoost at l;felrose Highlands), 1

Last night I discovered a robin-roost v/ithin half a mile of

my house, and have been there again to-night. It is in a thick

grove of small hard-v/ood trees, mostly white birches. I believe
there were more than a thousand birds there this evening

basing my belief partly on the sound of their wings as I went in

among them; but more on accoun t of the birds seen to enter at

one corner. Faxon told me a week ago of the Cambridi e Wsst, and

dr at once ^ifji^sw^red^that I had seen robins for some time past , ev-

idently flying to some rendezvous at about sunset'. Bradfor^L

Torrey, letter of July 26, 1889. [K: h/, t^,J

I went to my roost to-night again. When I arrived at 6.40,

the birds v/ere already dropping m. I took up my station at the

end opposite the one v/here I stayed on T^riday, and between 6.40

j

and 7.30, I counted 1,07 2 arrivals. This v/as at one end -only,

and e en here I no doubt missed many, especial y during t -he last

I

half hour after it had begun to^^^-^K dark. It is doubxful wheth-

j

ray observations covered a quarter of the iircuit, v/hieh v/ould in-

I dicate that at least 4,000 robin.s entered the v/ood during that

50 minutes. There is no telling how many v/ent in before I ar-

rived, and they were still straggling along when I came away; it

j

had grown so dark that I could see only those that passed right by

me. If you have any knOY/ledge as to hov^ and v/hen the roost

breaks up in the morning, please cominunicate.

537 birds can:ie in the first 20 minutes; 53.'3 in the last 30^tA*%*J!J*

i 797 of the whole number arrived before the sunset gun was fired.

I

There is no doubt that many arrived before I got there.--
jf^Bradford Torrey of July 28, '89.J

[t; h/, t^wvk,

Went to the roost at o. 30 o'clock this, morning, getting
there at 3,40. The birds came out Just as they go in, singly ,

and in flocks of two of three, or eight or ten. Nobody no cas-
ual passer, at least, would notice anything pe culiar. The first
line v/ent oujr, as far as I saw, at 3.45. At a little before 4,

' there was a chorus of singing which lasted perhaps ten or fifteen
mi nutes only. This too v/as nothing to be remarked by an or dinary
observer ( I have never heard a note of song in the evening^- At
sunrise, I v/ent into the wo' d and found it practically empty. There
seemed to be no more robins there than one v/ould expect to find
in any such place. Almost withou t exception the birds started
off lOY/, as if they v/ere taking only an ordinary flighx. A good
number alighted in the field near me. Apparently the dispersiojn
is gradual in every r espect. . They make considerable cackling,
of course ( b eginning very soon after my arrival ). but nothing
to what one would have ex^; ected of so many birds; no such hubbub
as is made, for instance, by a large flock of hlack-birds in the

spring.' Bradford Torrey, letter of July 30, '89. (^^^ 'td^^s.^j
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17 Arlington gt .

,

N. Cambridge,

July II 1892. Mass..

Mr, Brewster,
Dear Sir:-

May I trouble you with a ques-

tion or two?

Some robins built a nest near us; one day we heard a

violent bird-fight going on near the nest of young

robins. A black-billed cuckoo fell dead as our son

reached the tree— killed by the ro bins.

I thought I would write up the little tragedy, and in

preparing todoso have become interested in some

evolution questions.

can you tell me or tell me where I can get inform-

ation on the following points?

1. Isthe nest-building habit of the American cuckoo

a survival or a more recently acquired habit?

2. DO none of the European or foreign cuckoos ever

build nests? Iknow in general they do not.

3. Qo the foreign cuckoos eat the eggs and youmg of

other birds? An old Scotch verse would imply they do

the former.

«I eat little birds eggs to make my voice clear%.

I am sincerely.

Fanny D. Bergen
per B.



Merula mlKratorla .

' i\|[r .Bemis , of Esterbrook & Co., told the following story Ivla^ 7^

1897 to Williaia Brev/stor aboizt a female Robin. Ivtr.Bemis lives at

Chestnut Hill Reservoir and for five norninys in succession, Ivti-'"

3, 4, 5, G. 7, at about daylight or 4. 30 A.M. a female Robin has

tapped vTiuh i.er bealc continoiisly on the windows of the house for

from I to I 1/2 or possibly 2 hours. She has tapped on four dif-

ferent windows, but has stuck to one window each morning. The tap-

ping has not been confined entirely to the early morning, but has

occTirred at intervals during the day. Naturally the morning has

beonjthe most troublesome. The Robin has a mate and the pair are

about the place continually and are perhaps nesting near the barn.

This incessant noise has been very troublesome and various measures

have been resorted to in order to obtain peace, without injuring

the bird. A red cloth has been hung up by the window, and a scarf

has been arranged to imitate a cat and has been put outside the

window, but all to no effect. The rapping has continued as before,

and the panes of glass have been dirtied to such an extent that

they have required a washing. The bird seems to show no special

nervousness or anxiety as might result from loss of mate and the

1 ilie

.

Note by William Brewster.

Tapping on the window by birds has been noticed before, and

the above facts are of special interest in connection with the va-

rious theories on the subject. One theory is that it is the male



Merula mlp;ratoria .

who sees an apparent rival in the reflection in the glass and at-

tacks hin, while another theory is that the male or female bird is

tapp ing for a lost raate .

LIT. Alex Hayes tells the story of a yellow-throated bird (prob-

ably the Yellovz-throated Vireo ) tapping on his window in 1896.

Mrs. Edward Burnett also tells of a little jrellov/ bird (prob-

ably a Yellow Warbler ) doing the saiue thing.



1/ferula nlKratpria .

Concord, liass. Roost.

109S. I'/hen the wind is south Ro'Dins in considerable numbers

I,:ay 11. asserable at evening Iri the swaiap behind Ball's Hill. There

wore a dozen or raore of theiu there to-night. Earlier in the

season they roost in some dense white jiines but of late they

have beor. resorting to the thickets of high bush blueberry

and Cassandra. Iviost of then seeiu to be males and they sing

freel.y before going to bed mailing a great noisd. They roost

very lov; dovm - only three or four feet above the ground.

^®terborough, New Hampshire.

1898, Abundant up to July 20th but after that date seen on.ly

July 5 occasionally axid in small numbers. In full song up to July

to

Aug. 15. 2l3t and heard singing feebly on the 24th, after which all

singing ceased.



Morula miKratoria .

Concord, I.Iass. Roost.

1898. About 5.30 P.M. I toolc a walk around the eastern end of

I'larcli 20. Ball's Hill. Saw fifteen or twenty Robins flying in to the

old spring roost in the dense, bushy pines on the edge of the

swamp. They all oane across the ri/er fro:a the 77. Bedford

shore. Several of thein sang for a raoraent before going to

sleep. I do not thinl; that they cong^ijgate at this roost in

spring excepting when there is a strong H.W. wind.

Roost and sinj^ing on wing.

1399^ A few Robins cai^e to the spring roost in the dense pines

April 24. behind Ball's Hill this evening. All appeared to be males

and there was, as usual, much singing and calling. I was as-

tonished to see one bird sing on wing. I heard hiin in the

distance at first, mien he appeared he -was flying in the

usual manner but rather slowly. He continued his song with-

out the slightest breal: when and after he reached his perch

on the topmost spray of a tall pine. There was nothing pecu-

liar about the song. Evidently it was not a real flight song

uut the bird was simply so i\ill of his theme that he could

not wait until he reached the end of his short journey.

Roost .

The Robins came into this swaiap (behind Ball's Hill) to

may S, roost as usual - about a dozen of them, all males I think.

They are roosting this spring in the blueberry bushes - not

in the pines as formerly.



Large numbers of Eobine, {Turdim mi-

gratoria), remained here during the whole
Winter. The latter bird I have frequently

observed here during the Winter, but

never before or since have I seen or heard

of the Cedar Bird remaining in the Prov-

ince later than September, which is their

usual time for migrating south. /

Robin {Turdws migratoria). First seen

April 6th ; common soon afterwards ;
sing-

of l-lic

, 1 find

noted

The Robin Wintering at Godbout, Quebec. — I desire to place <

what is to us here a most unusual occurrence, viz , the winterii

Robin {Merula migratoria) on the north shore of the St. Lawre
looking over in_v notes on the species, extending over twelve yer
that the latest bird previously seen wa.s noted on Decembers; othe
from 25th to 30th November. Arrivals in the Sjiring have been
from April 18 to May 6. This year I kept recording their occurrence day
after day, always expecting that it was going to be the last seen, but they
are here still (Feb. 4, 1891), and intend to stay I believe. Everyday
when the tide falls, leaving tne rocks or some shoals bare, they Hock to

these places in hundreds for the purpose of picking up gravel and small
shells; when these places are covered with ice, as often happens, they
hop about from one piece of ice to another, following the shore line, evi-

dently thinking (if birds can think) there must be something wrong. I

have shot several from time to time to see what their crops contained, and
invariably found in them small shells, principally minute, blackish whelks,
gravel, and the fruit of the mountain ash, and sometimes bits ofseaAveed.

All the birds I shot were in first rate condition. The winter has been a

ery severe one — Feb. 2 and 3, 24 and 32 degrees below zero (Farenheit)
-but this does not seem to trouble them at all. The reason for their

i.Tg here is possibly due to the enormous crop of mountain ash
;.

—

Nap. A. Comeau, Godbout, Province of Quebec.
ATik, 8, July ,189L p. Siy-S/i-

Birds Of Upper St. John.

I Tardus migratorius RoBiN.-Rather common at Fort Fair-
held. At Grand Falls It was abundant everywhere.

Bull. N.O.O, ?. April. 1882. p. 108

Birds within Ten Hilee of Point
'.V"! Ji'[ -int.?, Oaji, Coinean feMerriau-

I. Turdu.5 migratorius. Robin.—A common summer resident.

Arrives about the first of May, and remains till late in November. Seen

Dec. 22, 1879.

Ball N.O.O, 7. Oot, X882. P, 234

observedW i

-,Can.

(fii!^- 81, Robin,!

O.&O. XI.Mar.l888.p.

April 4,1886. IWerula migratoria \Jix\n. Gizzard contained three hipps

of Rosa blanda and onu larva of Pyrrharctia Isabella. Ground frozen. It is

not usual for any bird to feed on the larva; of this moth.

Auk, V. April 1888. p. ^//.

r>"'.vi;^,li I', ;.-urLimer liii'da of
Prince Sdward Island,

Merula migratoria. AiuERrcAN Robin. — Very abundant in the more
open country. An occasional one is said by Mr. Bain to remain through
the winter, subsisting on the berries of the mountain ash.

Auk X, Jan. 1803, p. 15



OrnitbologiBt's Summer ia Labrador
M. Abbott Prazar.

Menila migratoria, Americiiii Robin. Arrivni

at Esquimaux Point on Miiy 17th, and w as ir-

regularly distributed along the coast, being

found wherever the location suited, but want-

ing in others, as at Cape Whittle.

0.&O.XII.Mar.l837.p.

.BirdB. Haute Island Bay of ^undy. July

26 1887. W.L. Bishop, Kentvilia.XH.B,

Robin, Turdusmigratorius; com

O.&'O. XII. Sept. 1887 p. 146

imon.

Summer Birds of Brae D'Or Region
Oap© Breton Id, , N.S. J. Dwight.Jr.

59. Merula migratoria.

Auk, 4, Jan.. 1887. p. 16

Breeding- Dates of Birds inKlings
County, N. S, Watson L. Biabop.

Eobin {Merula migratoria). May 18, 27, 29._

O.&O.XIII. Mar. 1888 p. 45

March 30, 1890, first larfi'i

Halifax, N.S. H. Austm.

0.&0.XV.Apr.l890p(,^

OrnithologicalTrip to St. Bruno, P. Q.

May 25, 1885. B t). Wintle, Montreal.

Robin, scarce.

O.&O. XI. May. 1886. p. yy

Summer Bds. Restigouche Valley, N. B.
July, '88. J.Brittain and P. Cox Jr.

Merula migratoria. Robin.—Very common.

A»Jt, April. 1889. p. 119



^^^^
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Newfoundland Notes. A Trip up the
Humber sAyqi; Aug. 10 - St>pt- 24,1899.

CuJi z*"*^//. J—
?o. Merula migratoria. American Robin.— One seen August 31.

Said to be common. Loi^ct H.Po^fo^, K<-» ClGi-

ome Winter Birds of Hova Eootia. ^""^

"'^^^^f ou
33. Merula migratoria. American Robin. — A pair seen at bhulee

in a dogwood tree feeding on the berries on Dec. 24, and one was seen

in the same place next morning. I was informed that a pair had win-

tered there several times. Migrants arrived March 28.

Auk, XVI, July. 1899, p. 3.3-3^

New Brunswick Notes. — It is evidently news to ornithologists that

the American Robin {Merula migratoria) should be a winter resident in

New Brunswick, yet such is without a doubt true. A big-game hunter

informed me that about a large spring near the headwaters of the Nepis-

iquit River Robins were seen about the 20th of December, 189S. In the

latter part of March, 1899, this locality was again visited and the Robins

were there to the number of about fifty.

The Robins leave this locality (Scotch Lake) late in October or early

in November, returning generally in the first week of April, but some-

times in the latter part of March. This locality is situated about 46° N.,

quite a distance south of the Nepisiquit.

Auk, XVII, April, 1900, p. /77.



Birds of N.E. coast of Labrador
byHenry B . Bigelow.

84. Merula migratoria. Robin.— Locally common. Several large

flocks appeared at Port Manvers on September 6, apparently from the

North.

Auk, XIX, Jan., 1902, p. 5/.

y^f^^^^^c, ^^-uUit^, (PnC^ii^,
^

74. Merula migratoria. American Robin.- Fairlv .nn.' .LJ

289. Merula migratoria. Robin.— Abundant summer resident, March

24 to October 24, earliest spring record, February 22, 1906; irregular

winter resident, January 1 to February 9; breeds abundantly.
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Our robins all mif^rated at ';iiice early m M^'Veraber. Thou-

0 sands left m one day. Several bnndred could be seen at once m

a larpe field and they were continually shifting p.rouna as they

slowly moved Lsouthv/ard. There v/as a furious south-west gale

blowing all day fwo days afterwards not a robin v/as left xn

the country.

Manley j-rardy,—Letter of Dec. 3,1884.

Summer Birds Tim Pond Me. by P\ K. c.
" Robin, . (Merula migraioria). Only one seen

\ around the camps in '84. In '85 saw a pair, and l '-i

found young just able to fly. Also found iiest in

I

a small yellow birch.

O.&O. XI. Feb. 1886. p.



Birds of Dead River Region, Me. F. H. O.

i. Merula migratoria, (American Robin). At

present a common summer resident in all settled

portions of the counties. Breeds commonly. I

was informed on good authority that their occur-

rence in the northern portion is recent, they ap-

pearing within a few years in much larger

numbers than natural increase could account for,

therefore the conclusion remains that they must

have "emigrated northward" from some former

breeding locality. Since the writer's experience

the Robins have penetrated some twenty miles in

the wilderness and nested at both of Kennedy

Smith's camps at Tim and Seven Ponds, increas-

ing in numbers each season.

O.&O. XI. Aug. 1886. p. 114

Fall Birds of Northern Maine.
F. H. Carpenter.

E,obin (Turdus migratorius) . A couple of

stragglers were seen near camp.

O^O.XII.N-ov. 1887 p. 188

Robins wintered in unusual numbers in and about the city.
~

ABk. Yl, Jnly, 1889. p. r/.

S-ammerlSesidelits on Sonth^est
Ooast of Maine, X.H, Montgomery, Jr.,

761. Robin. A few pairs at Bootbbay.

About a dozen on Bobson's Island.

O.andO, 15o Nov. 1890, P,1Q3
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A Remarkable Number of Robins in Maine in Winter.— The winter

of 1910-1911 was rather steadily cold in southern Maine. December

and January brought little snow, and the ground was bare most of the time

during those months; but in February much snow fell. Nearly if not quite

throughout the season there were many more Robins in Portland and its

wen as aiierwarus. un jjecemDer 3i 1 lound a least twenty-five feeding

in some open lots in the Western Promenade section of the city. The next

day I counted more than a hundred scattered about the same lots, in

hedges, in the trees of an old orchard and on the ground; there were not

less than a hundred and twenty-five of them. On each of the five succeed-

ing days I found an equal number in the same locality. There were but

forty in evidence on January 6, but' on January 7 there were more than

two hundred concentrated within a distance of a hundred yards on Arsenal

Street, while several dozen others were grouped in trees not far away.

,0n January 8 and 9 this large flock was still in the neighborhood. Then
a week passed in which I could not find a single individual, though I made
a search daily of the district previously frequented by the birds. On Jan-

uary 17 a flock of twelve appeared on Arsenal and Bramhall Streets. For
the subsequent ten days my record was as follows, the birds always occur-

ring in the same part of the city:

January 18, twelve birds.

" 19, none.
" 20, fourteen birds.

" 21, ten birds.

" 22, two birds.

" 23, twelve birds.

" 24, none.
" 25, none.

"26, eleven birds.

" 27, eleven birds.

Ten days now elapsed during which I saw none. On February 6, how-

ever, I came upon a small flock— perhaps half-a-dozen birds— at the

corner of Free and South Streets, in the center of the city. They were

moving through the tops of tall elms and did not long remain in sight.

A good deal of fruit was still left on some of the mountain ash trees; but,

in spite of frequent search within the limits of Portland, I could find no

more birds until February 25, when I discovered one in the Western

Cemetery.

In the meantime from many points near the city reports had continued

to come to me of the presence of great numbers of Robins. The newspapers

had also taken up the subject. I heard directly from trustworthy persons

in Scarboro, Cape Elizabeth and Old Orchard and on Cushing's, Peaks
and Great Chebeague Islands. The largest flocks were generally said to

contain from thirty to forty birds, but I was told of one on Cape Elizabeth

of one hundred or more and one on Cushing's Island of fully two hundred.

The main body apparently withdrew from all these places before or about

Aok 2«.Apr-10n p. 37^7/-- ^y^-



neighboring towns than are to be expected there in winter, and their

abundance for a part of the time appears unprecedented. Reports of the

birds began to reach me early in December, but Miss Caroline M. Stevens,

of Portland, whose father's house occupies a site especially favorable for

observation, tells me that she noticed unusual numbers late in November as

well as afterwards. On December 31 I found a least twenty-five feeding

in some open lots in the Western Promenade section of the city. The next

day I counted more than a hundred scattered about the same lots, in

hedges, in the trees of an old orchard and on the ground; there were not

less than a hundred and twenty-five of them. On each of the five succeed-

ing days I found an equal number in the same locality. There were but

forty in evidence on January 6, but' on January 7 there were more than

two hundred concentrated within a distance of a hundred yards on Arsenal

Street, while several dozen others were grouped in trees not far away.

On January 8 and 9 this large flock was still in the neighborhood. Then
a week passed in which I could not find a single individual, though I made
a search daily of the district previously frequented by the birds. On Jan-

uary 17 a flock of twelve appeared on Arsenal and Bramhall Streets. For

the subsequent ten days my record was as follows, the birds always occur-

ring in the same part of the city:

January 18, twelve birds.

" 19, none.

" 20, fourteen birds.

" 21, ten birds.

" 22, two birds.

" 23, twelve birds.

" 24, none.

" 25, none.
" 26, eleven birds.

;

" 27, eleven birds.

Ten days now elapsed during which I saw none. On February 6, how-

ever, I came upon a small flock— perhaps half-a-dozen birds— at the

corner of Free and South Streets, in the center of the city. They were

moving through the tops of tall elms and did not long remain in sight.

A good deal of fruit was still left on some of the mountain ash trees; but,

in spite of frequent search within the limits of Portland, I could find no

more birds until February 25, when I discovered one in the Western

Cemetery.

In the meantime from many points near the city reports had continued

to come to me of the presence of great numbers of Robins. The newspapers

had also taken up the subject. I heard directly from trustworthy persons

in Scarboro, Cape Elizabeth and Old Orchard and on Cushing's, Peaks

and Great Chebeague Islands. The largest flocks were generally said to

contain from thirty to forty birds, but I was told of one on Cape Elizabeth

of one hundred or more and one on Cushing's Island of fully two hundred.

The main body apparently withdrew from all these places before or about
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^ Profile House N.H.Aug. 1865.
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Profile House, N . H. Aug. l-ia-ieaT.
^ / *.<..^

Ky^Befkch, N. H. July 23-2/4 ISas.

I

Wolfeboro, N. H,,June. 17-1887.
"

Early ArriTals.
A. Farmer. Amoakeaff, N.

,

1
March 5, Kobin (Mervla migra\t:\oria)';\

0.& o. Vol. 17, April isea p; ea
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( )

ouf-€^ ^ ^^^.^

*^ 7 Wolfeboro^N. IL ^mie. 18^^89.

.

Bds. Obs. atFranoonia and Bethlehem.
N.H. July-August. 1874. J.A.Allen

49- Mei-ula migratoria. Rather com iq(yi.
_

Anfc, V. April, 1888. p. 156

Winter Birds of "Websfcer^N. S. by Falco.

Robin, (il&rwZa Migmtoriii). One specimen seen

Dec. 25, 1880.

o.&o. x.Jan.ieao.p./';^

Bfrde '"b". nt Brid»eWa+er,N.H.
Jnlyia-Sept. 4, 1883. F.H.AUaa

Merula migratoria.—Common.

Auk,VI. Jan. . 1880. p. 77

Bird* Ob», at Monltontaoro.N.H.
July ai- Auk. ii, 1883. F.H.AUen

Merula migratoria.—Common.



F. B. Spadldino, Lancastek, N. II., reports Robins as

numerous in Ills vicinity during tiie past winter, something

very unusuai, as tliey generaily depart in November and do

not appear again until tlie following jVIarcli.

0.& O. XI. May. 18S6.P. ir<

r of "PTftsid^ntlaJ Range,
White MtB. A.P.Ctadbourne

47. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—On July 12, 1886, a pair
werc seen at an altitude of 50S0 feet on the Crawford Bridle Path. Thej
may have been straggler.? from the valley below, but as it was not during
the migration, and there had been no storm for several weeks, it seems
more likely that they had nested in some stunted firs and spruces on a
southern .slope near by. No others were seen.

AtJt, 4. April 1887. p. 108

Birds Obsvd. near Holdemess -NT ttJune 4-12. '86. and4-irC W.Fafou

64- Merula migratoria. RoBm.-Common.

Auk. V. April, 1888. p. 151

B(3s. Obs. inFranconia. N.H. -June 11-21
'86, and Jun«4-Aug. I, '87, W.FaT^oa

86. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—Common.

A-ok, v. April, 1888. p. 153



1894.

Breezy Point, Warren, N.H.

'If

o-v>-^ ^^^^ t«,..vwJ-^ vvc.*A^ ^

^ ^ MAiSUl. tCw

Breezy Point, Warron, N.H,

1895.

h4^,v_«u_ ^ .

/^^v

^ iw^A- ~2C3:'--

i^ -r^^r^T^. ^^^^^^

Winter Record for the Robin in Hanover, N. H.— January 24,

1906, following a week's thaw and exceptionally warm weather for the

season, two Robins {Merula migratoria) appeared in the trees about the

college campus. Both seemed to be males, one of them uttering a few

song notes. They were not seen again. The presence of Robins in this

region in winter is so unusual that their occurrence is worthy of record.

—

Francis G. Blake, Hanov^,J^^j^.
^ J.906, p v

'2-'^-'^



j
Hobin, March 16 :

First; ArrivalsiaO. Tracy. Taftsville. Vt.
O.&O. VllJ. Sept. p

7';

I

The northern influx of Robhis,
!

(M^ula migratoria ,) occurred Oct. Cth to 9th in-
clusive;.,thousands of them passing this place.

O.AO. X. Jaii.l886.p.//?

.-ler Bds.Mt. Mansfield, Vt;_

85-. Merula migratoria. American Robin.— Abundant, especially in

the valley. I was surprised to observe a good inany in the heavy timber

along the Notch road, far from clearings. I saw one also at the summit.

by Arthur H. Ho^r ... XVIII, Oct., 1901, p.84:7.
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Attk, XII, Jtily, 1895, p. -^o^,

In relating the circumstance to a gentleman whose knowledge of our
home birds is only exceeded by his modesty, he told me that he once
heard a Robin {Mernla migratoria) imitating perfectly the cry of the
Whip-poor-will. I could reconcile the statement with personal experience
when only last month I listened to a Robin \Yhose pipe had evidently
been attuned to the wild cry of the Nightjar or perhaps to the strains of
more than one bird of song, for it was very unlike his own clear, excel-
lent music. The ways of birds are sometimes quite as unusual as their
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MASS. ( Middlssex Co.)
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^cuu>.di4t*^,u^ ' E. Mass. 1880.

huA^. /-tM " Mu.
. ^JT^ ^J"-. s-'-y-v

2*

^ t'igwnQoijaJW^Bs. July.29-1888.

Princeton .^Puatlaad, Mass. Aug. 2-1885
~t^. .

PWncetrn & No^Miad, Maa«. June.
"

"

iT-almouth, Mass. 1889.

Masa. {near Concord)^ '

^ 2^.^^^ /^^ /74 ^ /^i.
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liddleasz Co. Mass.

June 25-30, 1889. ?>i*A^J^

Bd*. Obs. n«»r Sheffield, Berkshire
Of, M&aa. June 17-afl. '88. W. Faxon

75. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—Abundant

Ag^,VI. Jam. , 1889. p. 46

niMs Kno-wntoPaBS Breeding Season
nr. inchendon, Maes. Wm. Brewster

i
81. Merula migratoria. "'•

]

Auk, V, Oct., 1888. p. 389

Birds of Bristol County , Mass.
P.W.Andros.

j

Merula migratoria (Linn.), American Robin.

1 Summer resident, abundant. Breeds.

O.& O. XII. Sept. 188 7 p. 141

Frequently

Aitk, in. April, 1889. p.lo7

Winter Birds in South-eastern Iffaai^
Harry G. White

11. The liuhin. Probably no winter passes

without a few Robins remaining within the

State, but as their habits at that season are very

different from those of otlier times they are

seldom seen, as they keep tolerably elose in

the thick swamps. During the past winter

they seem to have been somewhat more plenty

than usual and have been reported from a

number of localities. At Taunton they were

only observed on one occasion, viz., on Decem-
ber 2d, when two were recorded. At Wood's
Holl, they were observed on three days in

December and on one during February, the total

number being twelve. The Highland Light

record, is, as usual, very complete, as they

were seen on twelve days in December, two in

January and seventeen in February, with a

total of one hundred and fifty-nine birds for

the winter months. The number seen at one

time varied from one to twenty-five and

averaged five.

This is another case where the actual num-
ber of individuals increases from west to east,

and also of a lesser difference in the numbers

of migrating birds and winter residents; than

in the most western of the three counties, as

demonstrated in the following table :

Migration

Winter, 2 12 169

Approx. Ratio, 1.1272 2.02 1.2

Thus, we see that tlie degree of pleiitifulness

Increases from east to west in times of migra- i

tion and from west to east during the winter

months.

0.ftO.Vol.17. JTiiie,1892 p.8a

Ttimilon. Woo<J'6 JIoll. No.Trh
2545 744 298

Brief Notes.

I

Edward Thayer
seen on Morris'

I

Jan. 16.

reported that Robins were
Island, Chatham, Mass.

0.iO.Vol.l7,affar.lB92 p; 4d



/z'^. /s.* /n /^^i '^'^•W'^v

Unusual Winter Records. — Owing to the unusually mild weather and
frequent thaws of the past winter, a great many birds have wintered
here (Cambridge, Mass.) which usually pass farther south. I have ob-
served the following :

—
American Robin. Large flocks, seen about Arlington Heights until

February I, after which date only a few were seen until the spring mi-
gration. Their chief food was the berries of the buckthorn.

Auk, XIX, July, 1902. p.^9S,



An Albino Robin.— In a flock of about twenty Robins an albino Robm

was seen in "30 Acres," Roslindale, Mass., September 22, 1910 Two

days later, I saw this bird twice, feeding on Rowan berries which grew

on an ornamental tree opposite my home. This time the breast of the

Robin was turned towards me. The Ught being perfect, 1 felt myself

fortunate. The body was pure white with the exception of a few dusky

feathers on the back. A perfect "robin-red-breast" red crescent showed

on the upper breast similar to the black one of our Northern Fhcker.

A few red feathers were sprinkled over the lower underparts. The wmgs

were largely dusky, as were the central tail feathers, the outer ones bemg

pure white. He looked much larger than the average Robin both m flight

and when perched. This was undoubtedly an illusion due to color.—

Julia Wingate Sherman, Rodindale, Mass.

Auk 28. jMl-10U.9b //g'.



A Robin which Migrated Tailless.— In the spring of 1914 a tailless

male Robin arrived in the Boston Public Garden, a plump, brightly plum-

aged bird, and remained there as one of a breeding pair. During the weeks

succeeding his arrival there was no perceptible development of a tail.

On April 13, 1915, there again arrived a tailless male Robin on a morning

when several females joined the company of males already present. This

tailless male adopted the same limited area of the Garden as did the tail-

less bird of the preceding year. So the almost unavoidable conclusion was

that it was the same bird, and that it was not a mere coincidence. On

April 19, 1916, again a tailless male Robin arrived and again adopted the

same small area of the Garden as his possession, a plump and brightly

plumaged bird as before. The conclusion was then confirmed beyond

reasonable doubt that it was indeed the same Robin back for the third

season without a tail. This being so, the fact was that this Robin had

made his migratory flights for three successive years without the aid of

any tail as a rudder in flight. Neither season did any tail develop. Appar-

ently the bird had lost the fleshy tip from which tail feathers could be

developed. There was no change in its appearance, season by season.

In the season of 1914 the first Robins came to the Garden on March 25 and

during the next few days were joined by others. In 1915 the first Robin

arrived on March 19 followed by others within a week. In 1916 the first

two Robins came to the Garden on March 25, and on April 1 a dijzen resi-

dent males were present. Thus it is perceived that the tailless Robin was

a rather later arriving bird each season. Twenty resident Robins were

already present in the Garden when he came north in 1915 and 1916. So,

perhaps, this tailless Robin made his migratory flights less speedily than

did others. But this supposition would seem to be not very strongly

based for the reason that Robins are arriving usually throughout the

month of April, and the tailless bird was not really behind time. The

only conclusion to be drawn, therefore, would seem to be that the bird

had experienced little or no disadvantage in flight due to not possessing a

tail, or if its absence had been a disadvantage, he had effectively overcome

it.

' We looked for this taiUess Robin in the spring of 1917, but in vain;

he did not come to the garden.— Horace W. Wright, Boston, Mass.



10th, heard first Eobin.

March
.

—

Harry T. Gates.

Gomioc-Gicut. JuBQ. 1893,
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LiifitributioE of New i^ingiand Birds.

-

A Reply lo Dr. Brewer. H.A.Purdie.

3^ Uohin (Turdus migmtorius), c/c^-*'* Ly A. ^. (ju a.

In the "Historj- of North American Birds," by Messrs. Baird, Brewer,

and Bidgway, we find the following respecting the winter distribution

of the Robin :
" In the winter months it is most abundant in the South-

ern States, while in the Middle and even the Northern States, in favorable

localities, it may be found throughout the year ; its migrations being

influenced more by the question of food than of climate. In the valleys

among the White Mountains, where snow covers the ground from October

to June, and where the cold reaches the freezing-point of mercury, flocks

of Robins remain during the entire winter, attracted by the abundance of

berries. In Massachusetts a few Robins remain throughout the year, but

the greater proportion leave early in November, returning late in February

or early in March."

JSuU. N.0.0. 2, Jan.. 18 , 7. P. /V.

DistTibution of New England Birds.

-

A Reply to Dr.Brewer. h- A. Pui-die.

Of course, after all that has been written upon the subject, I was

aware that generally a species is not resident individual/.!/ in a

given section of territory. His remark respecting the Robin, that

the birds found with us in winter are not the same as those that

pass the summer here, but " are of a very different race," is not at all

to the point at issue. As a species, I say Turdus migratorius is a resi-

dent iif New England. If, however, as he holds, the birds found in

winter are another and very different race, — as race is now under-

stood — he should have so indicated it in the Catalogue, perhaps

as " Turdus hyperhoreiis. Arctic Robin.

BuU.N.O.0. 2, Jan.. 1877. p. IZ.



Birds observed in Naval Hospital
a-roimds, Brooklyn , G-.H.Ooued An Early Bird.

16. Turdus migratorius. Kobin. — Very common ; breeds.

BulLN.O.O. 4,Jan. ,1870,p.31

The old adage tliat " The early bird catch,

least not in the case about to be mentioned
On January 20th, with the thermometer ten
degrees below zero, and about eight inches of
frozen snow on the ground, an adult

S> Robin
put in an appearance here (Ballston Spa, N. Y.).
As there are no worms to be found here at
this time of the year I substituted a small
charge of dust shot, with the desired result

rm" does not always prove true, at

Notes, Shelter Island, N.Y.
W. W. Worthington.

Robii This is the earliest record, to my knowledge,
of the arrival of the Eobin in Saratoga Co.

O.&O. X. May. 1885. p. W. 8. S. Ingersoll.

0.& O. Vol. 17. Feb. 1802 p;

Ariiva. 6 ofMig'y Birds, SpriLg-18&6,

I

Central Park, N. Y. City.A. G. Paine. Jr.

I March 7, Merula migratoria, (761). American

I
Eobin.

O.&O. XI. July.l8a6,p.I09

BdB. ObB. at Little an<? GreatGxill Is-

lands, N.Y. Aug. '88 B.H.r;utf.h«r.

23. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—While after Terns one
day, on Great Gull, Chas. B. Field saw a Robin, and although I did not
see the bird myself I place perfect faith in his identification. He also in-

formed me that Robins sometimes struck the light.

Auk, A»ra. 1889. p. f3 f .

OoldWeaiJierNotes. Stephentown, N. T.
Benjamin Hoag

One belated Robin seen November 12,

0.& CVoLlS, April,1893 P.67



^©S. LinnaeaaSoo. of K.T, 88«89

By the middle ofOctober, Robins {^Merula migratoria) were abundant,

sometimes flying in flocks, but at other times they came in such numbers

that they could be seen almost everywhere. They continued to be

numei-ous for about two weeks, when the majority went south, though

"some would remain even into the winter. The flight was usually from

the north, but on one occasion, the first great flight of that year, was from

the south at the point where I was, and I never saw them in greater num-

bers. This was a movement that much surprised me.

When I was a schoolboy a favorite skating place was Stuyvesant's

Creek, a considerable body of water, which had its head quite close to the

Third Avenue, about 20th Street, and it emptied into East River—I think

about I2th Street. On the north side of it, there were high woods, where

I have seen Robins pursued by gunners, when the ground was covered

with snow and the creek frozen.^
Jil£iUi,a» Apjfa 1389 p.203

6. Merula migratoria {Linn.) S-.v. and Rich. Robin. — Breeds mor
or less commonly throughout the Adirondacks, and is found in larg

flocks (often numbering over 200 individuals) in the fall, feeding upo:

mountain-ash berries and beechnuts.

Boil. N. 0.0, «,Oct, 1881, p. 226

j

3ir4a Tioga CO. y.Y. AldeaiLoria^
7. Robin. Common. Arrives here on its

noi'thern migration about the Uth of March.
During the first week in May nest building
commences, but I once found an industrious
Robin who had her nest half built on the 5th of
April. This is placed in an old shed, or in the
crotch of a tree, and is composed outwardly of
dried grass, weeds, mud, and is lined with
dried grass. The eggs, "usually four in num-
ber, are of a light blue color. During this
season the male Robins can be seen, as night
approaches, fighting with one another, and
calling to each other from housetop to house-
top. Their food consists of worms, bugs and,
during the fruit season, cherries and straw-
berries. At this time they are of great annoy-
ance to the farmers who put out fright tins,

which fail to drive them away. About the
lastweek in October they gather in large flocks
and feed on wild cherries and mountain ash
berries until the time of departure, which is

less than a week.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE LESS HAEDY WINTEE EESI-
DENTS IN THE HUDSON EIVEE VALLEY.

BY EDQAE A. MEAENS.

1 . Turdus migratorius. Eobin.— A rather scarce winter resident

throughout the Hudson Valley
;
occurring at least as far north as the

northern limit of tlie red cedar {Juniperus virginiana), perhaps much

farther. In the Highlands sizable flocks of Eobins generally remain

all winter amongst the cedars, in sheltered situations, near the Hudson

Eiver. I have found them quite as common in cold as in warm winters.

Very few — scarcely any— were seen during the winter of 1877 - 78,

which was the mildest I have ever experienced. The wintering birds

affect only certain favorite spots, where they subsist mainly upon the ber-

ries of the sumach (Rhus typhina) and red cedar.

BnU.N.0.0. 4,Jan.. 1879, p.33

Robin. Tolerably common.

B. A. Sterling, Brooklyn, Pa.
Aak, XI3f, Jujy, 1902, p.2m.

\



• Winter Food of Birds in the South.

O . S . Brimley , Raleigh ,N . O

.

"Robin, (Merula miijratoria). While with us

in October tliey fed chiefly on Frost Grapes,

and when they next appeared in January they

indulged their appetites on the same fruit vm-

til they ate them entirely and then turned their

attention to Holly and Cedar berries, also those

of Ilex dficMim, a very common shrub here.

Later on they turned their attention to the

Sumach berries, but in March as usual took

up their regular habits of eating worms and

insects in the open fields everywhere.

O.&O. XII. July 1967 p./oi'

3baaiach Oontttnts of Birds Collected^n
BrevardCo.PIorida, Between Jan. 5 &

Apr. 15 188© F.C. Baker

761. American Robin : Palmetto berries.

Notes- Winter Birds, Milwaukee County
Wisconsin. C. A. Keeler, Berkley, Oal.

American Robin, Merula migratoria. Very

I

rare. Two were seen last winter both near

the city. One was in company with a flock of

Cedarbirds, and feeding, like them, on the ber-

ries of the mountain ash. They appear to be

growing more acclimated to our cold winters

as the years go by. In a few years they may
! be ranked among our common winter birds.

O.&O. XIII. Jan. 1888 p. 12

FieIdNo feeson B irda of Colorado.
Charles F. Morrison , Ft. Lewis, Col.

Robin, {M. migratoria). Common; breeds
abundantly everywhere. Two broods are raised,
the second about the last of June or first of July.'

O.&p.xi.oct.iase.p.

Birds of Five-mile Beaoh. N. J,

EhiUp Laurent.

701. American llobin {Merula migratoria).

I

Common except during the breeding season,

few if any remaining on the beach for purposes
of nidification. Hundreds find shelter on the

beach during winter.

O.&O. Vol. 17, Jtaxe,1802 p. 90

Ansnet Birds of Chilhowpe w

»

T»im. F.W.L»n«rton

761. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—While standing in the
cupola of the University at Knoxville, a small Hawk, resembling the
Pigeon Hawk, passed close by. Following it with the eye across an ad-
joining pasture, it was observed to flush a bird from a fence corner and,
after a stern chase of thirty or forty yards, to seize it. A lively tussel
ensued, after which the Hawk rose, heavily weighted, and took refuge in

some neighboring trees. A few feathers secured at the site of the
struggle have been kindly identified by Mr. Ridgway as those of a young
Robin, and on these rests the admission of the spec! ;s to our list, as no
other specimens were observed. _

Ank, 4. April. 1887. p. 133

Birds of Wftfern North Carolina.
Wiliiaiii Br6w«t«p.

loi. Merula migratoria. American Robin. — Irregularly but very

generally distributed over the region from the lowest valleys nearly, if not

quite, to the summits of the highest mountains. In the low country it

was seen only in or near towns, where it had all the familiar habits of our

northern bird ; but on the sides and tops of the mountains it occurred

miles away from any house or clearing, and in the wildest possible places.

It was most numerous at Highlands, and on the Black Mountains, between

4000 and 5800 feet. Throughout the entire mountain region its song and

habits seemed to be perfectly normal. A female shot May 27 was laying.

This and another specimen (male, May 28) are smaller than northern ex-

amples and the throat in both is nearly immaculate.

Birds of Southeaetern Dakota, G S
Ageraborg. Bensed byW.W. Cooke

I. Merula migratoria. American Robin.-A not very abundant sum-mer resident. I have known it to winter here four times. A temperature
ot 39 below zero did not seem to drive them ofT. In winter thev feed on
the berries of m.s s:lal>ra and SymfkoHcarpus vulgaris, occasionally
visitmg decayed trees for larva., cocoons, etc. Eggs ready to hatch found
as early as May i.

Auk, 2, Aprti , 1886. p. 277

Bafejlis have been observed in small numbers
all winter, and for one week, from January 6th
to 13, while the snow was on the ground, they
were quite common, feeding on frost grapes
and the berries of the red cedar, holly and lien

decidua, in company with large numbers of
bluebirds ; but when the snow disappeared they
also departed.

I Birds of Chester County , Penn.
Cyrus B.Ressel, Brcildoun, Pa.

1I!>8. Merula migratoria (Linn.). American
Robin. Summer resident; abundant. It fre-

quently appears in February, generally not
1 until the first week in .March. Nidilicates by
the third week in April; eggs, four to five;

two broods. Departs by November 1.

O &0. XIV. Sept. 1889 p. 130

AMM^ 8. April, 18«tf0, p. 178



Winter Birds, Manhattan, Kan.
Prof .D.B.Lantz.

7. Merula migratoria, (Linn.) Sw. and Rich.
American Kobin. Occurs regularly in large num-
bers along our streams ; remains during the cold-

est weather feeding upon hackberries, wild grapes,

and the fruit of themoonseed [Menispermum coda-
dense) and bittersweet (Gelaatrus scandens.) Some
of these Robins remain until late in April, long
after those which are Summer resident have be-

gun nesting. O.&O. X.June. 1886. p.

LIST OF BIRDS OBSERVED AT HOUSTON, HARRIS
CO., TEXAS AND VICINITY AND IN THE COUN-
TIES MONTGOMERY, GALVESTON AND FORD
BEND.

BY H. NEHRLING.

I. Turdus migratorius, L. Robin. — Very common in the woods
from November to April. Very shy arid retiring during tlieir stay

;
only

a few have been observed in the larger gardens of Houston. Feeds

abundantly on the berries of the holly (/lex opacci) and the myrtle-holly

{Oreofhila myrtifoUa). About the 15th of April all have departed for

the North.

BuliN.O.O, ,,Jau, X082,p. 6

Notes- Birds of Levy Co. Florida.
Piiilip Laurent,

Merula migratorhis, American Robin. Very
common; large flocks were always to be found

, feeding in the ehinaberry trees. On several
occasions I picked up birds under these trees

I that had become overpowered from over in-

dulging in this their favorite food in Florida.

O.& O. XII. Oct. 1887 p. 159

The RqTjin will claim attention next.

He still confines himself to the swamp
and wood, where wild berries, etc., are yet

abundant enough to satisfy his demands,

and where he is comparatively safe from

molestation by man with his destructive

breech-loader. But in the course of a few

weeks more, having consumed his forest

supplies. Redbreast will be compelled to

seek his food around the house and gar-

den, where he will meet with death at the

hand of every boy strong enough to shoul-

der a parlor rifle and wanton enough to

touch the trigger ; for he is a bird of de-

cided stupidity and the muzzle of the

sportsman's piece may be easily placed

^
within a few feet of him before firing.

Here, Robins are nearly as numerous as

the Blackbirds, of which we have spoken.

When they have exhausted everything

else, they visit the China tree (found in all

the cities and towns in this latitude,) and
feed upon the berries which it bears in

superabundance. At these periods the

children often catch them on the ground,

where they have fallen, intoxicated by the

berry aforementioned. Late one after-

noon last spring, I picked up a Robin thus

intoxicated that had dropped from a tree

near by and was fluttering along in a limp

and helpless manner. Having carried the

bird home, I put it in a box for the night

and next morning turned it loose, when it

flew away as easily and soberly as any of

its fellows could have done.

It is not, however, the scope and pur-

pose of this article to go minutely into the

nature of the Robin ; and as I have men-
tioned the most cons]Dicuous of his winter

habits, I will now dismiss him.— TF. B.
H., Smithville, Ga.Q,&.0. IX.May.l8a4,p,



"Winter Birds, Manhattan, Kan.
Prof .D.E.Lantz.

7. Merida riiigratoria, (Linn.) Sw. and Rich.
American Kobin. Occurs regularly in large num-
bers along our streams ; remains during tlie cold-

est weather feeding upon hackberries, wild grapes,

and the fruit of the moonseed [Menupermum cada-
dense) and bittersweet {Gelaatrus scmidens.) Some
of these Robins remain until late in April, long
after those which are Summer resident have be-
^un nesting. O.&O. S. June. 1885. p.

LIST OF BIRDS OBSERVED AT HOUSTON, HARRIS
CO., TEXAS AND VICINITY AND IN THE COUN-
TIES MONTGOMERY, GALVESTON AND FORD
BEND.

BY H. NEHRI.ING.

I. Turdus migratorius, L. Robin. — Very common in the woods
from November to April. Very shy and retiring during their stay; only

a few have been observed in the larger gardens of Houston. Feeds
abundantly on the berries of the holly {Ilex ofaca) and the myrtle-holly

,, (^Oreophila myrtifolia). About the 15th of April all have departed for

the North.
.

Buli N.O.O, T.Jan, i882, p. 6

Sucjeot...

The Robin will claim attention next.

He still confines himself to the swamp
and wood, where wild berries, etc., are yet

abundant enough to satisfy his demands,

and where he is comparatively safe from

molestation by man with his destructive

breech-loader. But in the course of a few

weeks more, having consumed his forest

supplies, Redbreast will be compelled to

seek his food around the house and gar-

den, where he will meet with death at the

hand of every boy strong enough to shoul-

der a parlor rifle and wanton enough to

touch the trigger ; for he is a bird of de-

cided stupidity and the muzzle of the

sportsman's piece may be easily placed

within a few feet of him before firing.

TCriTTlohihs are nearly as"nlimerous^s
the Blackbirds, of which we have spoken.

When they have exhausted everything

else, they visit the China tree (found in all

the cities and towns in this latitude,) and
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Correspondence.

JEditor O. & 0:

I have just received by mail from Bridge-

water, Lunenburg Co., Nova Scotia, a very tine

Albino Robin. The bird is pure white on tlie

head, back and half the tail, the four feathers

on one side of the tail being black, the breast

is a faint red, the wings white. The bird is a

male and the man who shot it says it had the

note of the robin. I once had an Albino Robin

taken when about three weeks old. It was

fully feathered, but not able to fly far. The
bird was alive when brought to me, and was all

of a creamy white.

f"

Esrinfo— t^rr'T
friend Jame.s M. LeMoine,

rr^n' n J"'' ^^^"^ '° collection at SpenceGrange, Qi-ebec, a pure white Robin, said to be the first seen in tha

Albino Robin. Oct. 2t, '86, 1 had a white Robin sent to

me. It had the red breast, but all the other parts were

white, tinged with yellow above.—Cftas. h. PhiUips, Digh-

ton, Mass,

O.&O. XI. Jan. 1886. p.

Albino Robin. Oct. 21, 'SS, I had a white Robin sent to

me. It had the red breast, but all the other parts were
wliite, tinged with yellow above.— CAos. L. Vhillipx, TMgh-
ton, Mass.

Migratory Thrush (Itobln),—Taken at Marlboro,

iMass, May, '88. Pm-e white, excepting one tail
I

j

feather wliich is very darli, and a few scattered

j
brownish markings-

|

O.&O. XIII. Aug. 1888 p. 12 V

' Brief Notes.

E. W. Norcross, of Boston, while on his

vacation in Vermont, shot a beautiful white

Robin. It seemed to have been deserted

by its family and was .flying about the fields

alone. Brewster.

I

O.&O. Vol. 18. Sept. 1893 p. 132

Albinism and Mflari,' m in North
Araerioan Birdst Buthven Deane,

Among the Turdidce, the Robin (T. migratorius), is the only
si)ecies I have seen in the albino state, and in my experience is
the most common example among our birds, though we rarely
hear of pure white specimens, and out of some twenty I have
seen, there were not any two that resembled each other.

Bull. N.O.O. I.April, 1876, p. 21

1

I received on April 20 an Albino Robin, i

O.&O. Vol. 18, May. 18Q3 p. 78



Melanism of Tdrdus migratorius.— Another* case of this affection,

much less frequent (except in Fakonidm) than lencism, conies to my knowl-

edge through the attention of Mr. G. A. Boardman, who desires me to

make a note of it for the "Bulletin." The young Robin, "as black as a

Grackle," is still living in Mr. Boardman's posses.sion. About two months

ago this ornithologist heard of a nest of black Robins being taken at St.

John's, and wrote to the owner or collector about it. The person, how-

ever, lost his life in the great fire which occurred there, and Mr. Board-

man, not liking to trouble the family by writing under such circum-

Btanoes, went to St. John's and inquired about the black Robins. The

story proved true, and one of the birds was purchased. " When I first got

the bird," writes Mr. Boardman, " he was in pretty good plumage, but his

feathers are now half out, and I am hoping that he will not disappoint me
by coming out red. Most of the feathers on his head and neck are new,

I think, and jet black. His tail is now gone, but that was pure black too.

I see no signs of the normal plumage." Mr. Boardman writes me later,

under date of September 2.3, that he has been much interested in watch-

ing the moult of the black Robin, and says, " He acts as if he were going

to be an albino. His new tail is about half grown out, and is nearly white,

with a black stripe down each feather. His breast, head, neck, and back

are jet black, but very much out of feather. He w^ould now make a funny

specimen,— part albinic, part melanistic." The parents of these young

were not peculiar in color.— Elliott Codes, Washington, D. C.

[Note (December 15, 1877). Since this paragraph was penned, the

bird has been killed, stuffed, and sent to the Smithsonian, where I have

seen it. It is black, with white wings and tail. — E. C]

BuU,N.O.O. 3, Jan., 1878. p. //^ - y/.

Abnormal Coloration in a Caged Robin.— In an account of an abnor-
mally colored Robin given in 'The Auk' for January, 1884, p. 90, mention
was made of the softness of the bones. Such of these as were not neces-
sary to the proper make-up of the skin were submitted to a careful chemical
analysis under the direction of Prof. W. O. Atwater, of Wesleyan Univer-
sity, who found them to contain only about 25 per cent of mineral inatter,
or about one-third the amount usually found in the bones of normal^
healthy birds.—W. B. Barrows, Middletown, Conn.

Auk, 2. July. 1885. p. JO^ ,

Abnormal Coloration in a Caged Robin.—Through the kindness of its

owner, Mi-. .V, R. Crittenden, I have recently examined a caged Robin
{Tui'diis migratorius) which is now in peculiar plnmage, and which has a

somewhat unusual history. When taken from the nest, about six years
ago, it was perfectly noi-mal in color of plumage, and so remained for two
years. It has moulted once a year, in earh' autumn. After the fourth

moult a few white feathers were noticed, and here and there a black one,

but it was not until the following year—after the fifth moult—that the

change was marked. The bird then appeared with wings and tail almost
completely white, while below he was clear blacl:, except for a side patch of
red under each wing, and the usual white belly. The following winter

(last winter), he came out in perfectly normal plumage, though Mr. Crit-

tenden thinks the colors wei-e unusually rich.

This winter, again, the abnormal dress has been assumed, but vai-ying

somewhat in detail. He now appears as follows: Above clear black;

tail mostly white; interscapulars and most of the wing-feathers white on
outer webs; chin, throat, belly, and tnider-fail coverts normal. The
upper breast shows a somewhat crescent-shaped jiatch of red, and almost
as continuations of this on either side are i-ed patches under the wings.

A few red feathers down the middle of the bi easl imperfectly separate the

black which would otherwise form a single large pectoral patch. The
white about the eyes is normal. The bird is a male, apparently in perfect

health, and with a voracious appetite, llis food has been principally one
part prepared Mocking-bird food to three parts Indian meal, the whole
mixed together wilh a teaspoonful of melted lard. In addition to this he
has had only a little fruit and a few iirsects, mostly house-flies.— W. B.

Barrows, Middlcloxvn, Conn.

[Two previous instances of melanism in the Robin have been recorded

in the ^Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological Club' (Vol. I. p. .24; Vol.

lit. p. 47).-Edd.] Auk, I, J*n!, 1884. p. ^o.



Another Black Robin.—While looking at the birds in an aviary in

Somerville, Mass., a few dajs since, I noticed an American Robin as dark

as a European Blackbird, for which I took it until the owner informed

me that it was our Robin taken from the nest, in tliis neighborhood, by

himself. He told me that Robins thus raised in confinement were often

thus colored. Is not the melanism to be connected with the peculiar con-

ditions to which the bird is exposed? The aviary is built like a green-

house, with one side (glass) sloping to the south. It has no artificial heat

therein, yet keeps southern birds (as Cardinal Grosbeaks) in good con-

dition. The Robins get no worms except those they may pick up in the

aviary.

—

Walter Faxon, Cambridge, Mas^jj^^ 3, Ajril, I88O1 P» ^S'Y (

Another Black Robin.— Some time ago I heard of a second 'Black

Robin,' and tried to find out the facts with regard to it; but failed to

get anything definite until to-day, when, by mere chance, I met the

owner of the abnormal bird and obtained from him the following facts

about it. The bird was taken from the nest here in Middletown while in

the ordinary first plumage, and for "two or three years" was like any other

caged Robin. The owner, Mr. H. S. Leonard, seemed principally struck with

the tremendous appetite of the bird, which he assured me ate "as much
as a goose" every day. Gradually the plumage became somewhat varie-

gated with black and white, the black predominating above, though Mr.

Leonard thinks the bird became ultimately almost white.

There was no return to the normal plumage after the abnormal dress

was once assumed; but the bird, which proved to be a female, always

seemed in perfect health and laid several sets of eggs while in captivity, of

course hatching none. She, however, adopted any young bird, of what-

ever species, put into her cage, and in every case reared the young birds

successfully. She died when about five years old, through the carelessness

of the person left to feed her. Unfortunately her skin was not preserved.

The food was varied as much as possible, consisting largely of insects,

worms, fruit, etc., in summer, with a large proportion of meat, bread, etc.,

in winter.—W. B. Barrows, Middletotvn, Conn.

Auk, 2, July, 1886. p. S03 .

Albiniem and Melaniem in North
American Birds. Buthven Deane.

Another abnormal state (Melanism), in which our birds have
been found, is of exceedingly rare occurrence, and but five spe-
cies have been recorded on my list -.-Turdus migratorius.

BuJi. N.O.O. 1, April, 1876, p,24

Only one case of " Melanism " has come un-

der my notice, and for a long time I could act

make it out, until 1 a.sked Mr. W. G. Blunt, of

Sau Francisco, whose collection it was in, what

kind of a robin he called that black fellow?

He said it liad been sent him fi-om the moun-

tains, as something new in the bird line. It

proved to be a Kedbreast {M. iiwjraloria propin-

qut£i, decked out iu a crow's suit of black, and

truly, he looked like a masquerader, his own

brother would not have known him. The plu-

mage shone with a jet richness, and only hill

and eye showed him " Robin of old." Let us

liear from other collections.

0.& O* XJil^Jone. 1888 p . W " V 3 •

Melanitio Plumage of Eobin.—I recently

secured a Robin which showed decided traces of

melanism, the feathers of the back possessing the

ebony brilliancy of the Purple Grackle.

—

S. J.

Leanord, ITtiea, N. Y.

O.&O. XI.May.l886.p.;7

A Black Robin {Turdus migratorius).— Ihave been greatly interested

in a case of melanism,— a black Robin. The color is very decided, and

covers the entire bird, with a very trifling exception. The lower man-

dible is yellow, but its upper one is black. I noted three specks on the

breast, of the normal mahogany-red ; but all put into one would not make

an area of more than a quarter of an inch. The bird is lively, thrives in

confinement, is a male, and was taken from a nest in Freehold, New Jersey,

this last summer. There was but one other bird in the nest, also a male,

which was normaUy colored.— Samuel Lockwood, Freehold, N. J.

[For another case of this affection of the same bird, see this Bulletin,

Vol. Ill, p. 47; Forest and Stream, Vol. XIII, Aug. 7, 1879, p. 525.—

B.C.] Bua N.O.O. 5, Jan.. 1880. P. ffk.



Editor O. <£ O.;

Tlirougli tlie kindness of Mr. William

Thompson at :J8:^) Wasliington St., Bo.stoii, I

was shown a very beautiful partial albino spec-

imen of our common Robin (Merula micjra-

toria). It was .shot at Farmington, Me., from

a tlock of normal colored birds of the same
kind about Nov. 1st of la.st year (1889) by Mr.

Alexander Forsythe, a resident of the abov.?

place. To describe the bird roughly I might
say, breast, mottled-wliite and reddish-brown;

I

throat, primaries, secondaries and central tail
'

feathers, white, the entire upper surface with I

this exception, of a very light chocolate color,
j

Partial albinos of our well-known Robin are

not of rare occurrence, and from my oxperi-
j

ence occur as often in tliis species as in any

other, yet it strikes me such freaks of nature

are worth recording. Shelley W. IJenion.

Wellesley, Mass.

O.&O. XV.Mar. IBaO p i/^T

Albino Eqmns. Howard Buchane, (fiasco, JV. I'., writes:

" To-day I saw an Albino-Eobir. For three seasons back
tbis same Eohin, (t suppose it to be the same) has been
with ns." A lady friend recently mentioned to us that she

had noticed when visiting at New London, Conn., an Albi-

no Robin, which had an Albino mate—the latter not so

white as the other. It would be very interesting to know
whether their progeny show white feathers also.

O.&O. IX.JUD.1834.P.

Brief Notes.

A pure white Robin was shot April 11 by
I

H. O. Butterheld at Stafford Springs, Conn.

O.ft 0.yol.l7, May 1892 p; 70

1^
In a Hock of fifteen or twenty Robins {Merula migratoria) that has

been about our neighborhood for the last few weeks is a handsome albino.

The upper parts, except the breast, are entirely white, allowing for a tinge

suggestive of not being quite clean ; but the tail shows some dark feathers

underneath. The breast is lighter than usual, a flesh color on the sides

with a deeper shade through the center, and the bill seems very yellow in

contrast to the white plumage. It is both surprising and amusing to see

it run along and hop, hop, hop as every Robin does while seeking his food

on the ground and to mark the twitch of tail and alarm note of tut, tut

!

tut! as it flies up to a near by tree.

Auk, XVIII, Oct., 1901, p.^'V^/ .

J
Rev. C. M. Jones of Eastford, Conn., secured

j
August 2d a pure albino robin

, probably a bird
I of this present year.

I
0,&0. XII. Aug. 1837 p. Hi-

xVlbino Robin. A neighbor of mine has in

confinement a robin, pure white, pink eyes. It

was raised from the nest and has never had any

stage of plumage save the wliite. Perhaps the

reason of this plumage could be traced to defi-

ciency in the egg.

—

D. F. L.

0.& O. XI. Jnly. 1886. 9.1 0!'

Albino Robin at Grand Rapids.

BY GEO. C. lIOLLISTIiK.

^

On the l.st of September luy father was at- I

tracted by a bird that looked like a Robin, ex-

cept it had a white Itead. The next day I saw
the same bird feeding on the ground with other

Robins. After I shot hini I found that it evi-

I

dently was a young bird, as the feathers on the

uppei' parts of the neck were not fully devel-

oped.

The following is the description : Crown pure

white, hind head and nape white with a few
black feathers scattered about, the greater uuin-

\
her being over the right eye, edge of eyelids

yellow surrounded with white, a very indistinct

black superciliary streak, throat and sides of

head with a few black feathers, the shoulders

also have a few white feathers and there are

two more in the back, the first secondary of the

wing is white, though the corresponding feath-

ers of the wing are dark. Otherwise it is the

same as any other Robin.

O.&O. ym, Ang.lSSB p. 118



1642. Bird Music. By Simeon Pease Cheney. //«V/. , Vol. XXXV, No.

6, April, 188S, pp. 845-848 {Sialia sialis &nA Merula migratoriti) ; ibid..

Vol. XXXVI, No. I, May, 1888, pp. 147-149 (Partridge and Owls)
; ibid.,

No. 2, June, 1888, pp. 254-256 {Icterus galbula, Turdiis musiclinus, T. a.

pallasii, T. fuscescens) ; ibid.. No. 3, July, 1888, pp. 416-417 {Melosfiza

fasciata, SpizeUa pusilla)
;

ibid.. No. 5, Sept., 1SS8, pp. 718-719 (/c-

teria virens, Dolichonyx oryzivorus, Antrostoimis vociferus)
;

ibid.. Vol.

XXXVII, No. I, Nov., 1888, p. 97 {Urinator imber) ; ibid.. Vol. XXXVIII.
No. 2, June, i88g, pp. 234-235 {Sturnella magna, Pipilo erythroflithal-

mus, Piranga ervtkromelas, Sfitius tristis). — With musical notation

of songs.
' OeataryJiiag,

A STUDY OF THE SINGING OF OUR BIRDS.*

BY EUGENE BICKNELL.

Consideration of Species.

Turdus migratorius. Robin.

As a general rule our .summer song-birds come to us in the

spring in full voice ; but an exception is often made by the Robin.

As a few Robins may be with us all winter, it is not always easy

to tell just when the first spring birds come ; but the observations

of several years clearly show that, as a rule, first arrivals are

songless. But singing is rarely delayed after the migration has

well begun ; and when this has been retarded by untoward weather,

and finally starts with full volume, then the advance guard are

usually song-bearers. My records show a range of over three

weeks in the time of the beginning of song in different years,

from February 27 to March 21. Both of these dates are, however,

exceptional, and represent the extremes of an early and late season.

Usuallv singing begins during the second week of March.

The Robin continues well in song up to the middle of July,

after which there is usually a jaerceptible decrease in the number

of singing birds, and the time of singing becomes more restricted

to the marginal hours of the day. My notes of the singing of

the Robin in August, though usually extending through the

month, rarely form more than a disconnected record. The incli-

nation towards song is now declining, and it dejsends, during

the first part of the month largely, and during the latter

part entirely upon favorable conditions, whether there be any

song at all. Thus in a season of drought occasional brief songs

in the earlv hours on favorable days, with intervals of silence,

may fill out the record of the month, whereas a reasonably con-

secutive record will result from a cool and wet season.

September is eminently their month of silence. Their pri-

mary song-period may extend feebly beyond the end of August,

and rarelv an imperfect song may be heard in the following

month, but until its latter dajs silence, excepting the ordinary

call notes, is the general rule.

The secondary song-jaeriod is introduced with much regularity

in different years in the last days of September. From 1878-81,

my record runs: September 37, 26, 28, 25. But unfavorable

weather may postpone the beginning of the second song-period

until October. The first songs are usually subdued and broken,

but soon acquire the normal character, and sometimes continue

with little interruption through the month of October; but again

there may be an almost complete intermission between the first or

second and final week of the month. Sometimes when this is

the case, multitudes of the birds arrive from the north about the

third quarter of the month, bringing song with them, and in the

last week, if the weather be damp and cloudy, numbers may be

heard singing with almost the freshness and vigor which charac-

terises their song in April.

When the vast numbers of Robins which pass southward at

this season have departed, tlie species rapidly becomes uncom-

mon. Dates of last songs fall between October 21 and November

I. In two years I have no record later than the 8th, but it seems

not unlikely that in these years transient final days of song were

missed. It is, however, not improbable that, if subsequent to

the beginning of autumn song the weather should prove unfavora-

ble, the second song-period may be allowed to lapse.

Through the latter part of August many Robins may be seen

flying about, minus remiges and rectrices, in varying number.

Adults of both sexes taken in the second week of October have

the new plumage perfected with the exception of some of the

smaller feathers. Axik, I. April, 1884. p. /Xd' IX^^
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A few days ago I was shown by Mr. J

.

W. Morrison the nest, or nests rather of a

pan- of Eobins, M&rula mig-ratorijis, (new

version,) built on a window cap under the

peak of the roof of a house. Mr. Morrison

says that on May 28th the first brood of

young were hatched and the parents at

once began to build a new nest immedi-

ately above the first. A second comple-

ment of eggs were deposited and hatched

out, and for the third time the birds pro-

ceeded to build, selecting for the site of

their new home an adjacent tree. The

nest was completed here, but the old birds

were so bothered by their yoimgsters that

they finally abandoned this nest in the tree

and returned to their old stand under the

peak and put their fourth nest on the top

of the two already there, and from this

third story they brought out their brood./

—

Montague Chamberlain, Saint Johns,

iV: B. O.&O. Vll.May. i889.p. ul-tio

EoBiN. {Merula migratoria.)—^eBi and

five eggs. Collector D. Duncan, Vinal Ha.

ven. Me., June, 3d, 1879 ; fresh. Suggest,

ed by your editorial in July number.

0.4^0. Yll. Oet. 1882. p. /foy

SPOTTED KoBm-s Eaoe. I '^^^^^ *

containing follTeSiS: Each egg was spotted with fine, pale

brown spots, some of the largest ^^e size of a pm s head

I have been collecting nine
^°".f

™
robin's eggs before that were spotted. F. A

.
Lovejoy, Holh.,

N.H.

ROBINS' EGGS, SPOTTED. -My frie.d, Mr. Oliver Lockhart of Lake

FisHEB, S%ng Sing, N. Y. BUU. JM.w.w.

Spotted Robins' B««s. (R»W. If. Wilde, Si/raeuae, W. Y.)

Spotted Robins' Eggs are by no means r:ire, and have fre-

quently been referred to in our columns.

!

Spotted Robin's Eggs.—Jlobert Linton, Pine Bend,

Minn., and J. P. Loose, Hagerstown, Md., write us that they 9il.

have found sets of Spotted Robin's Eggs.O.& O. IX, July. 1884. p.

O.&O. IX.JuJQ.1834.p.7^,

In 1882 I found a set of five Bobin's eggs,

it being the only set of five that I have

found.-a O.
^-y^^-t±.lU.1884.p.//

Four feet from the Cuckoo's nest

was a Eobin's nest containing four eggs.

O.&O. rx:.lf>eb.iB.?4- py^^
^

Several correspondents of the O. and 0.

mention that they have found spotted

Robins ' eggs. These statements remind

me that twelve or fourteen years ago I

found a Eobin's nest containing four eggs

marked with fine brown spots. In those

youthful days the art of blowing eggs and

keeping them in sets was unknown to me.

The single egg which I took is now extant

and shows the.markings distinctly/1^.

O.&O. IX. Sept. 1884. p. -f^*^



Persistency in Nest-building by a Pair op City Eobins.— Mr. H.

H. Clark of this city has kindly placed at my disposal some very interest-

ing observations made by him last season relative to the perseverance dis-

played by a pair of Eobins {Turdus migratorius) at nest-making under

difficulties. A pair of these birds selected for a nesting-site a place in his

garden so frequented by cats— the great enemy of town-breeding birds—

that it seemed certain the young, if not, indeed, the mother-bird, would be

destroyed by them if the birds were allowed to build in the place they had

chosen. So, in order to avoid the threatened danger to the brood, as well

as the pain of witnessing their destruction, Mr. Clark resolved to inter-

cept their work, hoping thereby to force them to choose a safer nesting-

place. He accordingly pulled down their partly formed nest. The next

morning there was a great outcry from the birds over their loss, and

. no little commotion among the other Robins of the neighborhood. To his

surprise the birds immediately set to work to rebuild the nest, aided by

several of their sympathizing neighbors, who brought materials faster than

the architect seemed able to properly bestow them, so that in a single

morning considerable progress was made with the new structure. The

next morning the birds found their nest had been again destroyed. Not a

whit discouraged, they resumed their labors, building again in the same

spot as before, but this time without help. The nest was now constructed

with greater care, being securely fastened by strings passed round the branch

on which it rested, which were also carried up and made fast to a limb

above. These precautions availed them nothing, for this nest shared the

fate of the others. An act begun in a spirit of kindness toward the birds

was now continued in the interest of scientiao investigation. A fourth

time the persistent birds rebuilt their nest at the same spot, with to them

the same sad result. For the fifth time they began to rebuild the nest

;

this was too much for my informant's feelings to resist, and he resolved to

let them carry out their plans. To his surprise, however, they soon began

to destroy the structure themselves, taking the materials to a branch

higher up, as if divining not only the source of their troubles, but the rea-

son that had prompted the repeated removal of their nest ; but after a

morning's work the nest was abandoned, and another site for it was se-

lected some rods away in a safer position. Here again, however, they

later came to grief, their eggs being taken by a ruthless boy, an habitual

robber of bird's-nests.

The interesting points here brought out are the tenacity with which this

pair of Robins adhered to their chosen nesting-place ; the concerted action

of their sympathizing neighbors in aiding them at first to rebuild ; the

later greater care they displayed in more firmly attaching the nest to its

resting-place ; and finally the apparently inteUigent recognition of the

source and cause of their troubles, and voluntary choice of a safer location.

— J. A. Allen, Gamhridge, Mass^xLiX, N.O.O. 3, April. 1878, P. /OS '/

j
CuEious Nestjnb.—May 6, while out collecting with ii

companion, we stopped at a spring for a refreshing drink,

j

for the day was very warm. All at once we were attracted

by a rustling overhead and imagine our surprise to see a

Hobin , {M miqrat/iria). Hying out of a large knot hole in an

\ oak tree which was near at hand. Hastily climbing we

found a nest in the hole, loosely put together, which con-

j

tained four fresh eggs.

I
O.&O. IX. Dec. 1884. p. 747.

^^^^^^^^^
9Xt^^'

Another case was that of a robin that was 1

' sitting on eggs underneath the flooring of an

overhead railway bridge, with the trains con-
j

stantly passing. I was unable to see the result
[

in this case.
!

O.&O. XIV. May. 1889 p.77

Bxief Ilotee.

^"l*^^ V ,
in the basement^^

among the floor timber I found a Robin's

nest containing four young birds. On an

offer of fifty cents apiece, I have the young

fellows of the neighborhood on the rampage

after Bat's eggs. Rufus H. Carr.

Brockton, Mass.

0.aO.VoLlS. Jtily.lSOS p. 107



The Number of Eggs Laid by the

Robin.

BY SHELLY W. DENTON, WELLESLEY, MASS.

As to the number of eggs n Robin {Merula

migmtoria) lays, I would state that a young
man who has collected many eggs bi-ought a

Robin's nest one day containing seven eggs.

I was rather doubtful in my own mind as to his

honesty in this case, although I had never had
reason to previously doubt his veracity. About
two weeks later, in a swamp of low bushes and

trees close to Charles River, I found a Robin's

nest placed in a pine tree near the end of a low

branch, containing six eggs, while immediately

under the nest was the seventh egg, whole and

unbroken lying on the leaves with which the

ground was carpeted. On this seventh egg

were three small snails, or "sings" as we com-

monly call them, that is, the kind without a

house on its back. On removing these slugs

from the egg I noticed that wherever they had

attached themselves to the egg, the egg was

pure white, the slugs having absorbed all^e

coloring matter from the shell.

Here was a nest containing six eggs, about

which there could be no question ; as to wheth-

er they were all laid by one bird it is impossi-

ble to say. Of course, one can iuiagine many
ways in which the nest came to have so many

eggs, but 1 am quite certain that in this case it

was not caused by the interference of human
beings, it being in a wild and secluded spot sel-

dom visited.

Returning to the snail question, I would like

to ask what substance is it with which the slug

seems provided that will take the color from a

Robin's egg, when with soap we cannot wash it

off? O.&O. XII.Mar 1887.P ^V-Vr

! I found a Robin's nest
built on ground or edge of root in this
place, and since I reported my nest of
seven eggs. A collector found one of six
and several of five at Peace Dale, E. I.

The nest of six was brought me, but none
of the fire sets, as my fi-iend was not
aware they were uncommon. After taking
the six eggs the bird laved two more and
then deserted nest.

O.&O. vm.^^mm-.hs-

6. W. Denton.

1^ Welleeley, Mass.

/(^vt-tot /vU-v vuiiL ^ ^S^^ ^j^o-^i^-fiy Jul.

On the 15th of June, I found a nest of Robins, {Twnive

mkiraUiiins,) containing five eggs, tlie only one I ever saw

except tlic one found IjyMr. C. O. Tracy of Tafteville, Vt.~

]<: M. GiH,dii:in.

O.&O. IX. Mar. 1884. p. ,

S. W. Dento



Nest Building.

BY HON. JOHN N. CLARK, SAYBROOK, CONN.
j

^ I have observed that in the case of most birds

'

the nest is fashioned after a stereotyped pat-

tern. The Robin builds her mud walls just

about so thick and so high, so deep and so
wide, and just about so much of that soft brown
grass is platted together as lining.

Last year a llobin's nest containing eggs was brought to

me by one of my cousins. He found it in his hop yard, in

a slight depression of the ground and about a foot from a

hop pole. This spring my attention was called to another

Robin's nest, with eggs, on the ground at the foot of a

small apple tree. I have heard of two others on the ground

this year, but did not see them.—D. D. Stone.

0.& O. XI. Nov. laSQ. p. //(^

Notes- Eggs of Thrushes & Thrashers.
H.G.Parker.

American Kobin {Meruta migmtoria). I'he

number of eggs laid is generally four, though
the writer has been especially fortunate once,

in finding sets of five and six. Whether these

extreme sets were deposited by one female
each, it is impossible to say. Such cases are

exceptional and establish nothing. The eggs i

are greenish blue, normally unspotted ; in size

averaging 1.18x.81. During the season just

passed (1886) every Kobin's nest encountered
was looked into, in the hope, maybe, of finding

those spotted eggs of which we occasionally

hear. This peculiar phase was not met with,

but it is a fact worthy of mention that in only

j

one instance, in probably fifty, was more than

1

three eggs seen. The writer's experience in

this respect was not unique, and conversation

with a number of observers confirms this

strange phenomena. A long set average 1.25 x
.80; a short set average 1.05 x .86.

O.&O. XII. May. 1887 p. 70

A Robin's Nest without Mud,— In the Summer of 1900 or 1901 1 noted

a Robin on Boston Common building a nest on a linden. No mud was
then accessible anywhere on the Common and the Robin had apparently

put no mud into this nest. It appeared to be built wholly of the dry
trash used by English Sparrows in nest-building. It was some 25 feet

up from the ground and could not be closely examined but from all points

of view, in bulk and shapelessness as well as in material, it presented the

appearance of an English Sparrow's nest of average or a trifle less than
average size. If I had not watched the Robin in building it I should have
called it an English Sparrow's nest, without hesitation. When first seen,

the nest was nearly finished.— Fletcher Osqqdp, Chelsea, Mass.



Curious Nesting Places.—In tlie Spring

of 1878, I found a E^bifl^s nest on a rock

and level with the ground. There was

scarcely any attempt at a nest, simply a

few weeds around the edge, and the eggs

laid on the bare rock. Still, the bird was
as noisy at my presence, as if she were

defending a much more elaborate struc-

ture.

Last year a Kobin's nest containing eggs was brought to

, me by one of mj^cousins. He found it in his hop yard, in //, ^
a slight depression of the ground and about a foot from a K-ov. ^^^^

j

hop pole. This spring my attention was called to another

Robin's nest, with eggs, on the ground at the foot of a

small apple tree. I have heard of two others on the ground

this year, but did not see them.—2>. D. Stone.

A

jwe passed tlie town of Waconia I noticed a
jfemale Robin sitting on tlie nest built on a
I protruding stick of a wood«i3ile, but tins Is no

I

inore odd than their building under the eaves

I

of a house and on the top of a snxall stump,

j

having seen nests in both situations. /

&i-(P. Joy. (Pt^iin. /^./dZl.

I

l"l7f"gljackover,„y varied experiences
afield I fan to recall one which gave me more
real pleasure than the one short hour whose
pruieipal occurrences I have tried to outline
above.

While travelling through Iowa this spring I
several times found nests of the Robiji (Mfrnla
nnuraioria) placed on top of the oil box of i, eight
cars. They were placed between the wheel and
the equalizer. At the same time 1 also found
several placed on the floor timbers of the car
These nests contained eggs in some instances'
Most of the cars had been side tracked for
some time and to this fact, as well as to the
scarcity of trees in that country, I attributed
the choice of so unusual a nesting place.

Geo. X. Toppnn.

o.&o. xiv.Nov.iss9 p.ie,.

Bird«atTwinI.aic«e.Oo..W.D.Seott

I ^^SZr^:^J^Zr^----- level of the

,

tawny, and the general JX'vZt °' "''''^^

ern States. Youn. fullv fleZd
"

' '° '"^ividuals from the East-
found are ouHou:^ZT!^:^^^.

!
prominent. " '""^ mud walls " were not

'y^/i^Ce^' x^^-^^c^^^:^ /i^.#-£^>z^>2^, 9%^Oi>C

CUKIOUS FUEAK OP A EOBIN.— In tlic Spring

of 1888, while 1 was building a tool-house, a

pair of robins located a site for a nest on one
of the girths and had nearly finished it when
it was accidentally knocked down, whereupon
they immediately began building on the pur-

lin plate and continued their work until they
had twelve nests under way in all stages of

completion, from a mere beginning to the fin-

ished nest (three of them being completed),

when the female was shot by some boys, which
ended their nest building.

Sarimel Spiner.
(Goodrich, Mich.

O.&O. XIV.Mar. 1889 p.43

lloirsE Wkens Keabed by Kobins.—On June llth, 18S4,
I fnimd a Robin^s nest in an Ap^iSTre'e. On gaining tlie nest
I saw five little heads sticldng up, the possessors of two of
wiiicli were Robins, but the other three, which were not
lialf as large as the Robins, I did not recognize. There was
also a Robin's egg in the nest.

I visited it again two days afterwards, when the remaining
egg was hatched, malcing six young ones-quite a nest full!
By the 18th the three Robins had grown so much that one
of the House Wrens (for such they proved to be,) liad died.
On the 20.h, I found one of the Wrens had left the nest, and
the other was perched on the edge preparatory to leaving.
This one I caught and examined closely, making sure that
it was a House Wren. Is it common for House Wrens to
deposit their eggs in other birds' nests ?—eeo. If. Crater,
.stmuuon, ni. Oi&O. X.Apr,188o.p, 6,y.

Birds of O»froll 0»unty, Ind
B.Hr.EiT«r«i»mi.

202. Merula migratoria. American Robin.—One of our commonest
and best known suinmei- residents,—leaving so late in the autumn and re-

turning so earlj in the spring as to almost appear a permanent resident.

Our January or February 'thaw' seldom fails to bring a few back to us. I

desire to call attention to a nesting habit of the Robin which is spoken of
in the books as "unusual," that is the habit of constructing theirnest upon
a rail in the fence. This I have from childhood noticed to be a very com-
mon place for the Robin to put its nest. A place near the end of the rail

where it is crossed by those of the next panel is usually selected, and gen-
erally about the fifth from the ground in an eight-rail fence. I have fre-

quently known the same old nest to be repaired and used for two or even
three years.

Auk, VI. Jan., 1889. p. 30



Seven Eggs of the Robin in One
Nest.

On July 5, 1889, seven eggs of the Eobin
{Merula migmtoHa) were found in one nest in
Montgomery County, Penn. Tlie bird was
sitting, and all seven of the eggs were equally
incubated. Four of them are smaller than the
normal size, and of a darker color than usual,
while the other tliree are like ordinary eggs of
this bird. The difference is so perceptible
that they can be readily separated, and would
seem to indicate that two birds had laid in the
same nest.

A very odd runt set of three eggs of the
Robin were also taken in the same locality
on May 10, 1889. They were fresh, and the
parent bird was sitting on the nest. Singu-
larly enough they contained yolks, for their
size is so diminutive that I did not expect to
find any in them. They measure: .78x.6.5;
.80x.(i7; .83x.(ii). ./. />.

O.&O. XIV. Nov. 1889 p.l7£

/ The food supply, as Mr. Hoxie suggests, cer-
tainly governs, to a great extent, the number
of eggs in the clutch. The years from 1880 to

1885 were unusually wet years and consequent-
ly food was abundant. During these years sets

of five of Kobin, (Mertiln migmtoria) and seven
of Bluebird, (Sialia sialis) were not uncommon,
and in the nests of a great many species whose
nest complement is usually four, as the Chat
(Icteria virens)

,
Kingbird {Tyrannus aarolinen-

sis), Maryland Yellow-throat (Ge(

chas) and many others, five eggs were found,

while the last year or two has been very dry

and it has been difHeult to secure even common
sets.

The nest complement varies also with the

time of year. One would hardly expect as

large a set of the earlier breeders in July as in

April or May.
Thus it appears that a work which should be

the standard for the whole field, must be com-

prehensive enough to include in its sweep the

utmost frontiei s of oology. Such works I trust

will no^K>?j"g£ff 1887 p. /^f

Robin
,
(Merula Migratoria). .May 37th, took

a set of six Robin's eggs, an unusual number.

O.&O. XI. Jan, 1886. p. y

0.&0.^i'5«iifW^#2''«'''"''")- May 271h, took

a set of six Robin's eggs, an unusual nunibei'.

Then again an individual peculiarity is some-

times noticed. I remember a Robiu {Mernlq,

mufralorUi) up in Massachusetts that raised

three broods a year for many seasons in the

same orchard. Three eggs were all she ever

hiid, and the third brood was only two. At
last came the inevitable cat, or she might have

been going on in the same course until today.

The rule seems to me to be that the more
robust the bird the larger the clutch. When
the food supply is abundant and regular we
naturally look for the highest number of eggs

in a set, and mce versa.
j

This, I think, is a more plausable explanation
|

of the fact than another, which one of my
friends suggests. He surmises that large

clutches are laid lor the purpose of keeping up

the standard number of a species in cases

where they are exposed to extreme vicissitudes

of some sort, lie iustancos some species whose

nests arc made on the ground, and whose eggs

are peculiarly exposed to depredation. It

seems to me that this is merely a case of the

survival of the fittest, and that if, in past ages,

an allied species had laid small clutches, they

have now become extinct.

C^.^- ^. X//- /f^i^/-- y

Editor of O. & O.

:

In iSTovember number of O. &. O. Clyde L.

Keller asks if any one ever took tw-enty-four

eggs from the nest of one bird in a season.

1 took twenty-seven eggs and seven nests

from one pair of robins the last season. The
robins commenced building about April 10th,

in an old hay barn on top of a brace. She
worked about two weeks, but the material

would not stay, when I nailed a block on the

brace to hold the nest, which the birds fin-

ished, and 1 took No. 1 May 1, 1890; four

eggs, fresh. No. 2, May 15th, four eggs,

incubation two days, nest same place as No.
1. No. 3, May 27th, four eggs, incubation

throe days, nest in a binder TOO feet from the

barn. No. 4, June 5th, four eggs, incubation
two days, nest in same place as No. 1. No. 5,
June 14th, four eggs, incubation one day,
nest in an apple tree fifty feet from the barn.
No. 0, June 26th, four eggs, incubation three

I days, nest in poplar ten feet from my museum.
jNo. 7, July 6th, three eggs, incubation two
days, nest same place as No. 1. Nests built
of liay, wool, rags, strings and a few feathers.
I have all the nests and eggs. Delos Hatch.

O.akfleld, Wis.

ij^jj.SVI, April. 189J. P, 6V-



Eggs in a Set.

In May, 1880, I took a set of six robins
'

eggs, and in July, 1881, a set of eight

with this peculiar history : Late in June

»v I discovered a pair of robins building in a

^ small plum tree in the yard. I visited the

^nest daUy when completed, and at noon of

^ the day the fourth egg was laid, I took the

set of four. Imagine my surprise in go-

ring out the next morning to find the nest

gone from the plum tree and at seeing it

^
nicely settled in the crotch of a young

^^maple, the next tree to the plum, with the

female upon the nest. This was about 9

a,a. m. About 5 p. m. I visited the nest and

found one egg, to which three more were

(padded in the next three consecutive days.

5l The sixth day I took the four, making my

rset of eight. Queries: How did those

birds remove that nest intact? as they

ffi Q must have done, and would the female

have laid the eight eggs had I not taken

^ ^the first four from the nest? I think she

would as they were laid in eight consecu-

^ tive days. I have also caused a robin to

^ lay eight eggs by removing one egg daily.

There were three eggs when I first discov-

ered the nest.

Rare and Curious Birds' Nests.

BY PKOF. THOMAS G. GENTllY.

From time immemorial, it has been the current poi)ular

belief that birds of the same Bpecies never varied tlieir

style of architecture, but constructed the same form of

nest, and out of the same materials, as their remotest pro-

genitors did, instinct being the principle by which they

e guided. This opinion, though long since exploded by

science, is slill, I am sorry to say, entertained by those who
should know better. An examination of nests from differ-

ent and widely separated localities affords evidence sulli-

cient to convince the most skeptical of persons of its erro-

neousness. The most marked differences will be noticeable

in the composing materials, as these will be found to vary

with the environment, and in a wider degree in the nests of

some, than in those of other, species. Even the configura-

tion, which is less prone to change, is often influenced by

the circumstances of position and latitude.

Among the Thrashes, the Eobin J s the most addicted to

variation, and this is not wholly confined to the constitu- ^
ents of his usually mud-plastered domicile, but is frequent-

ly to be observed in the arrangement thereof, and in the Oi

]

contour and position as well. In Southern Xew Jersey, ^
where low marshy woods abound on the outskirts of towns

I

and villages, Robins buiid nests which contrast more mark- v
edly with what we are accustomed to sec in more northern

"J-

localities. The great masses of a grayish-green fibrous ^
lichen, which hang from tree and shrub in those sylvan ^
marshes, are freely utilized by them, and its very nature to

:
mat, when pressed together, precludes the necessity of

using mud.

j

In the Summer of 1877 my attention was directed to a

nest of this species which was built upon a railroad em-

bankment. The ground had an inclination of forty-five

degrees. To one not conversant with the facts, such a po-

sition for a structure of the kind these birds are known to

make, would appear impossible. Difllcult as the task must

seem to be, when viewed from a human standpoint of

judging of the builders' capabilities, it was nevertheless ac-

complished, and in this wise : A semi-circular wall of mud,

some three inches in height, was, after much labor, erected,

and within the cavity thus formed was placed a coarse,

substantial and bulky fabric.



A SA(iAci()US %ju|i.—Mrs. Burwell, of West-
field, C'oiiii., found a. helpless robin a year afjo

last summer, which had fallen fvom'its nest
while learning- to fly. .She placed it in a cage
and raised it. This summer she released it,

thinking the bird would be happier at liberty.

iThe

Xew Haven lieyisfer says that last week
the robin returned to Mrs. Burwell' s yard and
flew upon her finger. When spoken to "he
was willinglv taken into the house, and there
he gave unmistakable expressions of delight
at being in his old home. After the excite-

, ment had ])assed away the empty cage was
brought to the room and straight into it flew
the robin. He hopped up to his perch, and
there settled down in evident contentment. I

He hadn't forgotten where to look for his food
I nor for what his batli was intended. It is

believed that the bird didn't know what else

;
to do when the cold weather came."—Public
'Ledger, Philadelphia, Pa.

'

Q&O.XY, Deo, 1890. », /e'7'

Return of Robins to the same Nesting-places.—Mr. Charles S. Mason,

of Farmington, Conn., tells me that for the last three years a Robin

{Merula migratoria), with the back and wings mottled with white, has

bred on or near Miss Ptfrter's lawn in that village, and that a young bird

was seen last fall partially white. At the time of writing (May 20, 1885)

the birds had not appeared this season.

Mr. Charles A. Hewins, of West Roxbury, Mass., writes that "some

years ago a Robin built her nest five consecutive years in a woodbine that

was trained up and over a piazza. We knew her by a white mark on one

side of her head."—Jno. H. Sage, Portland, Cotni.

Auk, a, July, 1886. P. SO'l/.

y--* I have a Martin box on a pole

some fifteen feet high. The Martins came \

in the Spring and stayed a few days and

then for some reason best known to them-

selves left. A pair of Eo^,ins at once took
:

possession and built a nest in one of the
i

compartments, and when finished the old

lady sat (?) set (!) sot (?) with her head out

j

of the front window, showing that she was

,

" at home."

(D^(9. mL. /s^Jt.
J^.

/ff^.

Auk, XV, July, 1898,
f tEe Robin.— In J-fr. Howe's mterestmg on

Nesting Habits of tT? R'oblH.- In "Ivrr: Howe's mteresting pape:

the 'Breeding Habits of the Robin' I notice (Auk, XV, April, 1898,

p. 167) that he has not observed an instance of a second brood being

raised in the same nest. So it may be of interest to note that here a

slightly different record can be made.

I ha've under observation at this writing three nests in which second

clutches of eggs have been laid and are now being incubated. One is in

a window corner of my office,— and in this case the lining was not even

changed. The first egg was laid just one week after the young of the

first brood left the nest.

Another nest is in the c

the lining was torn c

in a young linden tree, f

first brood left.

Last year a Robin built her nest and raised a brood in the trar

over the door of the Glen Island Museum. She returned about a week

after the flight of the first brood, and laid three eggs, but deserted them,

when about half incubated. I think I recognize her as the same one that

has built in my office window this year.— S. M. McCormick, Glen Island

Museum, Westchester Co., Nerv York.

_ e of a stable building, and in this instance

md replaced by fresh material. The third nest is

nd I did not notice the house cleaning after the

Lo^iS.^-^lM^e^A^ic'' for-Juiy:,898 (p. 274) I read
- ,„ 1898,p.f>J^;

Nesting of the

Mr. S. M. McCormick's very interesting article on the ' Nesting Habits of

the Robin,' and having found a rather unusual place for a nest I would

like to report it. In Woodbourne, N. Y., Dr. Munson has a large dwelling

with a piazza in front over which a honeysuckle has been trained, and in

this vine, about eight feet up, on a branch three quarters of an inch in

circumference, with six little runners, the nest was built, it being made

doubly secure by the winding of grasses around the branches, covering

the bottom entirely. But what struck me as remarkable was the almost

perpendicular hanging of the nest, looking very much as a China saucer

does on a bracket. The bottom partially rested against some wire that

the vine ran on, but it was not fastened to it. Two broods were raised in

it without any attempt at house-cleaning. Possibly they found t'here was

no time for such a luxury. I was very sorry not to see the birds in it,

but I did not get to the place in time. — A. A. Crolius, Ne-vj Tork City.



Deadly Combat between ait Albino Robin and a Mole. — The

following interesting and curious incident is quoted from a letter received

by me from Miss Maria B. Audubon, granddaughter of the celebrated

naturalist, dated Newark, N. J., February 4, 1878.— Ruthven Deanb.

" We have had a Robin of the albino type which for two years has built its

nest in the same tree, and devoured an immense number of worms from the

lawn around the house. It became quite tame, and we naturally felt a sort of

ownership in it. One morning 1 saw somethiug moving or jumping on the

ground just under the tree, and on investigation it proved to be the Robin

engaged in deadly combat with a mole. I tried to drive the Robin away, and

found the mole had it firmly held by the wing. I set it free, and poked the

mole off with a stick to some distance

The Robin flew to a branch of the tree, did not seem much hurt, plumed

itself, and finally disappeared among the foliage ; the mole, too, made off in an

unknown direction. I could find no reason for this unusual battle ; no corpses

of young Robins could be seen to make feasible the suggestion that a fledgling

had fallen from the nest and been attacked by the mole, thereby bringing

down the wrath of the parent bird ; we knew the mole had not climbed the-

tree, and we had never heard of a Robin eating a mole.

"Neither party was seen again that day till towards evening, when the

Robin was again on the lawn as usual. The next morning I passed the tree

about the same hour as on the previous day, and there lay the mole and the Robin,

' beautiful in death,' to use a poetic license, for they really looked very unpleas-

ant. Their bodies were not cold ; the Robin very much ruflled as to plumage

and bloody about the throat and under the right wing ; the mole with his glossy

coat ' all the wrong way,' and severely pecked about the head and throat.

There was no life in either after I found them."

all. N.O.O. 3, April. 1878, p. /f}^.

f



VOi. S4 iSSr. Robin, and OUvcs. Ej Arefar. /i.V., March 13, p. 142.

19. J>.yZX. 1843. ^ December Robin's Nest. By A. C. Kirkpatrick. B©Ei.& StreaXU. VOl» SS

This brings me to Merula tnigratoria, the Robin. The
word robin is an ancient pet-name for Robert, which is of Ger-

man descent. That it should have been given to the household

favorite of Great Britain is not surpi'ising ; in fact some similar

personal pet name has been given to that Warbler (^Erythacus

rubeciila) all over Europe, and such analogues as "Jenny Wren"
and "Jim" (for the Sparrow) are common. The earliest emi-

grants to America, finding a red-breasted bird inclined to be

familiar with them, and eager to be reminded of the home for

which they longed regi-etfully, gladly called it "Robin," not

aware, or regardless, of the fact that the old one was a Warbler
and the new friend a Thrush. This fact was speedily recognized,

but the old name clung, and hence we hear Robin Redbreast,

American Robin., and Robin Thriish as surviving appellations

throughout the northern half of the continent. In the Southern

States, however, the bird's resemblance to the Turdtts pilaris of

Europe came strongly to the mind of the earl}' writers. Hence

one finds in old books like those of Brickell, Lawson, Catesby

and so on, that it is most often spoken of as the Eield-fair, Field-

fear., or Fieldfare; of these the last is the proper spelling, and

means one who travels or fares in the fields ; the name is yet

heard occasionally.

More distinct recognition of the bird as a Thrush, together

with its two striking characteristics— red breast and migratory

conduct— gives us : Red-breasted Thrush, Merle* ou Rouge
gorge du Canada, Migratory Thrush, Merle erratique, Robin

Thrush, Grive de Canada, Omshel (Pennsylvania German—
a corruption of Amsel, "Thrush").

I have been able to collect many Indian names (untranslated)

for this bird, the Ojibway and Navajo words seeming onomato-

posic : Opeichee or Pechee (Ojibway), Kailec che (Navajo—
note resemblance to preceding!), Jspokwah (Creek), Jiskoko

(Iroquois), Chauncodshah (Assiniboine) . The Ojibways had

very pretty legends connected with the Robin, making it a bearer

of tidings from supernal sources, and so forth.

BuU, N.O.O, S.ApU. 1883. p. 7 ^ ' 7V •



Food of the Robin.— On May 15, 1899, while collecting at Onondaga
Valley, N. Y., I noticed a nest and young of the Robin {Merula migra-

toria). As I stood near watching the nest the mother bird appeared

with a mouthful of larvae of Clisuocampa (probably C. americana) which

she fed to the young. After she had fed to her young the mouthful of

larvje she returned to a near-by appl etree and obtained more. The
larvie seemed to be nearly full grown, and it seems strange that the

Robin should be feeding them these hairy caterpillars. This is the first

instance I have known of any bird feeding on them except the Cuckoo.

— A. W. Perrior, Syracuse, N. K Auk. XVI. July, 1899, p.J??^',
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In March last I witnessed a scene which convinced me that the

saying "misery loves company" is as truly applicable to birds as

to men< It was a keen, frosty morning in the third week of the

month, a day as typical of midwinter as any that January brings

us, for the snow still lay deep and firm upon the ground and

neither lakes nor streams had thawed ;
while the dry, thin air,

though stirred by no wind, was so intensely cold that I was

forced to walk very briskly and administer frequent rubs to nose

and cheeks to keep at all comfortable. Passing along a suburban

road about sunrise, my attention was attracted by the note of a

Robin, which I soon discovered perched on a tree near by, wear-

ing an appearance of utter wretchedness. His body was con-

tracted as if by pain, his feathers were ruffled, and his head

drooped. At long intervals he gave voice to a feeble, sad-toned

note, and crouching thus, shivering with cold, hungry no doubt,

and forlorn, appeared, physically and morally, but the ghostly

shadow of that sprightly and vivacious Robin Redbreast that

had filled the air with his blithesome carol in the happy spring-

time. As I stood watching him I heard another note. Robin

heard it also, and arousing a little called back. The new note

was repeated and I recognized the voice as that of a Red-

eyed Vireo, which I detected searching for a breakfast on the

leafless branches of a distant birch. Robin's appearance was

at once changed ; his body and head were held erect, his

feathers smoothed, and his voice rang out clear and strong. After

a few more calls and a few strains of song both birds flew to a

tree about mid-way between their first positions, and on approach-

ing it to obtain a more certain identification of the Vireo, I found

the pair sitting side by side on the same limb, their faces turned

toward the newly-risen sun, singing away as merrily as if cold and

hunger were unknown to them, or at least uncared for. They

seemed indeed a joyous pair, yet there was something singu-

larly pathetic in their very happiness. Possibly the Robin might

contend successfully against the severity of our weather, as I have

known many of his race to do before him. But the Green-

lets ordinarily remain with us only during the warmest weather

and this thoughtless fellow would, I feared, be unable to with-

stand the cold without a generous supply of insect food, which

he would find it impossible to obtain.

After all, mused I, as I turned away, leaving the oddly assorted

pair still singing, what better ending for such a life as a bird's

could be desired ! The cold-benumbed brain registers no pain,

nor creates other than pleasing fancies. And how appropriate a

death for so fiiiry-like a creature— to fall peacefully asleep upon

the virgin snow, with the wind weaving over his stiffening form

a shroud of glittering crystals.

Bull N.O.O. S.Jaa. ISaa.p, J0~//
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matter a record in the Bulletin as a contribution to bird psycliology. " We
often hear," says the writer, " of one-idea people, and the sensations they

produce. A one-idea bird, however, is something of a novelty. One of

the windows of a liouse in Clinton Street is at present haunted by such
a bird in the shape of a Robin. On the morning of May 21st it made
its dehut from the window-sill. From the first this has been its mode
of procedure. It alights on the window-ledge, taps vigorously on the

pane, then flies up and down very rapidly about three or four times. Then
it pauses a moment, steps over to the next pane, and repeats the operation.

It has never been observed to tap or fly upon the tliird pane. After tap-

ping or flapping industriously for half an hour or so, it descends to the

ground or garden near by, makes a short repast of a bug or worm, returns

again to the window-ledge and goes through with the same process. It

begins its operations early in the morning, and continues until the shadows
of evening begin to fall. Nothing so far seems to liave seriously inter-

rupted its movements. It flies away when the white shade is drawn
down, but returns again, walks back and forward across the ledge, and
peers in at the narrow, uncovered space below the bottom of the shade.

It never taps or flutters agninst the window when the shade is drawn. It

simply looks Hbout, flies away, and returns again, until it finds the sliadc

raised. It then r<!peats its beatings and fluttering as before. If, however,
the outside blinds are closed, it appears quite frantic. It flies at them, and
if it can gain a foothold anywhere, it thrusts its beak between the shutters

and pecks violently at (be window until tired out, then it retires and waits

until they are opsined again. It does not seem to be especially shy
or tame. It flies off' at the too near approach of a person, cat, or lawn-
mower. It returns again as soon as they remove a short distance away.
Thus has it performed for three days, and shows no signs of giving up.

" Its curious persistency has attracted nuich attention, and called forth

various remarks. One laughingly says, it must be an evil spirit in bird

form. Others are inclined to regard it as an 'ominous bird.' One man,
after watching it for some time, remarked that it saw its shadow in the

window and mistook it for a lost mate. This seems probable, for on in-

vestigation it was found that the window, being relieved by a dark back-
ground, reflected images almost as distinctly as a mirror. It was further

CiiAHLEs Darwin, F.R.S.

--.«.,.St^ Geo. Mivakt, F.R.S. , Sec. L. S.

Au^Ski) R. Wallace. ^ '

A. GuKNTiiKi!, F./'.S., Keejtep-iff^the Depniimmt of
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Odd Behavior of a Robin and a Yellow Waebler.— News-
paper ornithology is generally worthy of little attention, but an artiole

entitled " A Robin's, Persistency," published in the " Daily Times " of

Watertown, N. Y., in the issue of May 24 of this year, comes to me with

private indorsements of such a thoroughly trustworthy character, and the

incident related is so strange, that it seems worth while to give the

matter a record in the Bulletin as a contribution to bird psychology. " We
often hear," says the writer, " of one-idea people, and the sensations they
produce. A one-idea bird, however, is something of a novelty. One of

the windows of a house in Clinton Street is at present haunted by such
a bird in the shape of a Robin. On the morning of May 21st it made
its dehui from the window-sill. From the first this has been its mode
of procedure. It alights on the window-ledge, taps vigorously on the

pane, then flies up and down very rapidly about three or four times. Then
it pauses a moment, steps over to the next pane, and repeats the operation.

It has never been observed to tap or fly upon the third pane. After tap-

ping or flapping industriously for half an hour or so, it descends to the

ground or garden near by, makes a short repast of a bug or worm, returns

again to the window-ledge and goes through with the sajne process. It

begins its operations early in the morning, and continues until the shadows
of evening begin to fall. Nothing so far seems to have seriously inter-

rupted its movements. It flies away when the white shade is drawn
down, but returns again, walks back and forward across the ledge, and
peers in at the narrow, uncovered space below the bottom of the shade.

It never taps or flutters agninst the window when the shaile is drawn. It

simply looks about, flies away, and returns again, until it finds the shade
raised. It then repeats its beatings and fluttering as before. If, however,
the outside blinds are closed, it appears quite frantic. It flies at them, and
if it can gain a foothold anywhere, it thrusts its beak between the shutters

and pecks violently at the window until tired out, then it retires and waits
until they are opened again. It does not seem to be especially shy
or tame. It flies off at the too near approach of a person, cat, or lawn-
raower. It returns again as soon as they remove a short distance away.
Thus has it performed for three days, and shows no signs of giving up.

" Its curious persistency has attracted much attention, and called forth

various remarks. One laughingly says, it must be an evil spirit in bird

form. Others are inclined to regard it as an 'ominous bird.' One man,
after watching it for some time, remarked that it saw its shadow in the

window and mistook it for a lost mate. This seems probable, for on in-

vestigation it was found that the window, being relieved by a dark back-
ground, reflected images almost as distinctly as a mirror. It was further

observed that the wall of the ojjposite house, with its abundance of vivid

green foliage, was remarkably well defined, making a bright reflected

picture, especially in the space covered by the two panes of glass to which
the bird seemed to limit its attentions. Besides, it seemed entirely alone,

and the supposition is, that, in searching for its mate, which may have dis-

appeared ia some mysterious way, it happened to see its own solitary

image in the glass, and straightway imagined it had found its lost one, and
is earnestly endeavoring to woo it back again. The present appear-
ances are that it has gone quite daft with sorrow, and will exhaust itself

with its wild beatings and flutterings."
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A letter by tlio writer of tlie above to a friend continues the history as

follows :
—

"I have postponed my visit to for a few days; and for a

reason which perhaps no one but an ornithologist would be likely to ap-

preciate. 1 am detained by a Robin, and though its visits are paid at a

neighbor's window, still 1 am fascinated. Its first three dayx' vi^it is de-

scribed as accurately as my mother tongue would tnable me to do in the

enclosed paragraph published in our dady of yesterday. It still persists.

The shade was left up last night, and when I awoke this moriiing, soon

after daybreak, it was knocking loudly at the chosen window. Our home
is quite near, and when my window, which is nearly opposite, is open, I

hear it very plainly. ]t continued with but slight interruptions until about

eight o'clock, when the lady of the house opened the window. ]t then

tlew down, but even now it is hopping about in the grass near by as though

watching for the window to close. 1 have never made ornithology a study,

but this seems to me a very uncommon proceeding. ]f you know any

ornithologist to whom you think it woidd be interesting, please impart."

Later information stati-s that the same proceedings continued until the

writer of the above left town, — nine days in all ; but that on the ninth

day the tappings were more feeble, and were not continued later than

7 A. M., after which time the bird was not seen that day.

As tliese sheets are passing through the press, a male Yellow Warbler
(Dendroeca centira) is behaving in a quite similar manner at my own house.

For several weeks the bird has been in the habit of frequently visiting a
grape-vine trellis in front of a window of the dining-room, from which he
has been accustomed to sing, wholly undisturbed by the people or the

proceedings within the room. Although the trellis has been a favorite

resort for the bird, his behavior was not especially noteworthy till June 7,

when he began to persistently fly against the window-panes, often striking

them with oonsidt- rable violence.

The trellis stands about eighteen inches from the window, and the

portion immtdiately in front of it is nearly bare, and consists of two hori-

zontal bars, about three feet ajjart. These form his perch, from which he

usually makes his dive at the window. Immediately in front of the win-

dow is an open field with a group of five large apple-trees, all within

twenty to fifty feet of the house. These, with the trellis and portions of

the grape-vine it supports are vividly mirrored in the window, as well as

the general landscape, and of course the bird himself whenever he visits

the trellis. But his own reflection does not seem to be the point of

attraction, as he usually strikes the pane two or three feet above the point

opposite his perch, but sometimes dives down from the upper bar of the

trellis to the lower panes of the window. Occasionally he flies directly

from the apple-trees against the window, but generally first alights on the

bars of the treUis. For several days his visits have begun with early day-
break, and have been continued throughout the day till after sunset, he
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rarely leaving the window for more than a few minutes at a time. He

sinas almost" constantly. I have seen him strike the window-panes as

many as ten times in a minute, barely pausing on the trellis between

each plunge long enough to utter with much energy his shrill little song.

These proTCedings he will sometimes repeat for several minutes, then fly

to the trees and return again a minute or two later, usually with a canker-

worm in his beak obtained from the apple-trees. This he usually bruises

on the trellis-bar and swallows at once before diving at the window, but

not unfrequently makes several plunges at the wiudow with the worm^ in

his beak. „ He strikes the window-pane with such force that the clicking

of his bill an<l feet against the glass may be heard to a considerable dis-

tance. He usually strikes the large pane a foot or two from the top,

fluttering upward to the top, when he returns to his perch. The upper

panes receive the chief part of his attention, but he not unfrequently

descends to the lower ones, which he follows upvvar.l in the same manner

to the top of the lower sash. He takes little notice of people standing

quietly before the window, and will often strike the pane within six

inches of the observer's face.
,

If the upper sash be lowered a few inches he will often, after flying

ao-ainst the glass, perch on the top of the open window, peer into the room,

utter his sono-. hop to the trellis, and immediately repeat the operation. 1

once drew the upper sash half-way down, so as to give him free access to

the room. At first he would strike the glass as usual, and then perch on

the sash. I left the room for an hour, and on returning found him a

prisoner between the sashes, he having evidently in the mean time entered

the room, and in trying to make his exit had fluttered down between the

sashes, where he had obviously been struggling for some minutes. I freed

him, and presumed that this experience would serve to cure him of his

strange infatuation for the window. This was on the evening of the first

day, but he returned early the next morning to the window, flying against

it with unabated persistency. This has continued for three days, and

the window seems to have lost none of its charm for him.

In other respects he seems a perfectly sane bird ; he has a mate and a

nest in one of the neighboring apple-trees, and when it is approached he

leaves the window and flies about the intruder with manifestations of ex-

treme solicitude. He is also quite vigilant in driving away other small

birds that venture too near his home. Whether he m-stakes his own

reflection in the window for a rival, or what the charm is, is not obvious,

as his behavior in all other respects is apparently entirely natural. As al-

ready stated, he almost invariably strikes the window-pane at a point

either considerably above or below his perch on the trellis, so that evi-

dently he does not aim at his own reflection in the window.— J. A.

Alles, Camhridge, Ma^s.

P. S.— His visits to the window became less frequent on the fourth day,

but were continued wifh considerable frequency for about ten or twelve
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the irresponsible manner in which her people an object of hatred in every court in Europe,
have treated questions of great and far- and that has ministered directly to England's
reaching public import. The irony of the isolation. It is such irresponsibility among
Paris bookseller who, when asked for a copy men of influence that is rendering wise and
of the French constitution, replied that he conservative settlement of our own foreign
did not keep periodical literature, was sad as questions increasingly difficult, and an asser-
well as mordant. It was this same irresponsi- tion of true American dignity well-nigh im-
bility in lofty station that made Palmerston possible.

Edward M. Chapman.

THEEE LETTERS FROM JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

f'

the spring of 1890 a discus- there is a better singer among them. I have
sion arose between a friend heard one this year who entertained me with
and myself in regard to the some very agreeable variations on their ha-
foUowing sentence in Lowell's bitual ding-dong.

« My Garden Acquaintance » : « As for their singing during the day, I am
« The robins are not good solo surprised that your friend has never heard
singers; but their chorus, as, their < rain-song,) which times itself by the
like primitive fire-worshipers, fore-feeling of a shower in the air. Nay, I

tney hail the return of light and warmth to heard the performer of which I have just
the earth, is unrivaled.)) spoken at about half-past four in the after-

The argument was rather one-sided. My noon. If yours don't begin matins until five

friend spoke with the conviction born of his o'clock they are lazy creatures. Ours salute
long and close observation of the robin. I the day. But perhaps they don't build with
could only urge my confidence in the cor- you ? That -would make a difference in the
rectness of Mr. Lowell's statement. singing; for though, as I think, rather hour-

At length, feeling my inability to defend geois, it is love that makes them sing, as it

my favorite author, I resolved to write and ask ma,Ae Polonius, no doubt, when he (suffered
Mr. Lowell himself to explain the passage. By great extremity for love.)

return mail I received a letter in Mr. Lowell's « All the same, though I can't quite give in

own hand, which read as follows: to your friend, I like her ^ all the better for

taking sides with a bird against a man. The
« Elmwood, Cambridge, Mass., worst of them are better than we deserve.

May 2, 1890. « Faithfully yours,
« Dear Miss Clarke: I used to be thought « J. R. Lowell.))

a fairly good observer; indeed, Darwin once
paid me the doubtful compliment of saying to I received this letter just as I was starting
me, ( You ought to have been a naturalist.) I on a visit to the home of the Hon. Charles
have lived in the same house (except when in Anderson, a brother of Colonel Robert Ander-
Europe) for seventy-one years, and robins son, and ex-Governor of Ohio. I resolved to
find good building-sites in my trees. I once delay answering the letter—for of course
counted seventy on my lawn at the same I must write and thank Mr. Lowell —until I

time. As the males sing without any refer- had shown it to Governor Anderson. As I

ence to each other of a morning, and as there anticipated, Governor Anderson was much
are many, I spoke of it, loosely, perhaps, as interested in the letter. He told me that
a chorus. Considered as a thrush, the robin years before, when he was a lawyer in Cin-

is surely inferior to most of his kind; I am cinnati, he had entertained Mr. Lowell during
tempted to say all of them. Now and then i He evidently thought the friend a woman.

Vol. LL-69.
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a political convention. In replying to Mr.
Lowell I mentioned this circumstance, add-
ing: « Governor Anderson, with characteristic

modesty, says that you have doubtless for-

gotten him; but I do not believe that any one
who ever met so charming a man as Governor
Anderson—Colonel Anderson, I think he was
when you saw him— could forget him.»

This is Mr. Lowell's reply:

((Elmwood, Cambridge, Mass.,

May 17, 1890.
«Dear Miss Clarke: Do I remember

Charles Anderson,— colonel or governor mat-
ters not,—the handsome, fair-haired, brilliant

Norseman who, with all his refinement, had a
look as if he would cheerfully have gone out
with his, battle-axe to a holmgang? One is

not blest with such?- appariiiqns so often as
to fei^et theto. I suppose the yellow hair is

silver now, but men like him do not grow
older. May I ask of your kindness to convey
to him my warmest salutations ?

« If I said that birds were better than men
I was not to be taken too seriously. But you
shall not put me down in that peremptory
fashion. I did n't saythey were better than wo-
men, did I ? You know I did n't, nor ever will

!

« I have listened more warily to my robins
since your letter, and find that I was right,

though I take no credit to myself for what
was merely a matter of familiar memory.
During the love-making season they may, and
often do, sing at any hour of the day.

«You will be glad to hear that my few
acres are very birdy this year, and many
trees full of new homes and songs. I had
heard such stories of the usurping habits of
the English sparrow which has been natur-
alized here that I feared to find our native
birds diminished. But I think it is not so.

How I love creatures that can both fly and
sing! 'T is what we all would if we could.

« There is something very pleasant to me
in your letters, and I thank you for them.
For the first time in my life I have been
seriously ill this winter, and am still to a
certain extent invalided by my physician.
The less I feel myself worth, the pleasanter
it is to hear that I have been something to
somebody, especially to one who loves Tenny-
son, so easily the master of us all.

« Faithfully yours,

« J. R. Lowell.))

In my second letter I had ventured upon an
expression of my admiration for Mr. Lowell,
and, feeling that no words of my own would

express my meaning with sufficient delicacy,

I had made use of a quotation from Tenny-
son. It is to this that Mr. Lowell refers in

the last paragraph of his letter.

But now I found myself in an embarrassing
position. I felt that I ought not to intrude
longer upon Mr. Lowell, and yet would it be
courteous to one of his age and position to
permit him to write the last letter ? I finally

decided there could be nothing presumptuous
in writing again, if I made it evident that I

did not expect him to respond.
But his unfailing courtesy would not permit

him to drop the correspondence in that man-
ner, as the following letter testifies:

((Elmwood, Cambridge, Mass.,

May 27, 1890.
((Dear Miss Clarke: A line more to thank

you for your very cordial and in all ways wel-
come letters. You will understand why I

cannot undertake any additional regular cor-

respondence, however agreeable.
(( This gives me the chance to make a cor-

rection. In my first note to you I mentioned
that I had been led to raise my opinion of the
robin as a solo singer by the fine performance
of one which I had heard this year. But I

had been deluded. The bird which had shaken
my opinion turns out to have been a rose-
breasted grossbeck. All the first part of his

song is so like that of the robin that I am
still puzzled by him sometimes; but as he goes
on he is tempted into variations, voluntaries,
and raptures of which the robin is quite in-

capable. It is the difference between Shelley
and Shenstone. I had seen him only once be-
fore in my life, and never heard him. But this

ytjar two pairs of them are, I hope, building
within my boundaries, and the males sing
amorpeans from the tops of neighboring
trees. It is a pleasure to see as well as to
hear them sing, for this lyrical ecstasy makes
their wings quiver v?ith the delight of it. 'T is

a great joy to have them in my old age.
(( I must n't have more of your sympathy

than I deserve— pleasant as it is. I am feel-

ing very well, but have to be very careful of
myself, which is a bore. I have made the
wholesome discovery that at seventy one gets
beyond middle life. Faithfully yours,

(( J. R. Lowell.))

I did not know then that these letters were
penned when Mr. Lowell was suffering from a
disease which had compelled him to giveup out-

door exercise and continuous literary labor,

and which a few months later ended his life.

Mary A. Clarke.
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ON GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION IN TURDUS '

MIGRATORIUS.

BY ROBERT EIDGWAY.

Certain diflferences between Eastern specimens of the common

Robin and those from the Rocky Mountains were first pointed out

by Professor Baird, in his "Review of American Birds" (1864,

pp. 28, 29), in the following words :
" In highly plumaged speci-

mens from the East the feathers of the interscapular region are

frequently, even generally, tinged with blackish in their centres,

passing gi-adually into ash on the edges, and the black of the head

ceas3s to be abruptly defined. There is also usually a well-defined

whitish tip, half an inch long, to the outer tail-feathers. In Rocky

Mountain skins the tail is either black, except a very narrow

whitish edge, or the white tips of Eastern specimens are replaced

by a dull gray. The black of the head, too, is better defined, the

interscapular feathers more uniformly ash, and the vipper parts

without the faint brownish wash so frequently seen in Eastern

specimens. There are, however, some exceptions to these features

in sjiecimens from each locality. The colors generally of Western

birds appear to be paler." Again, in the "History of North

American Birds" (Vol. I, p. 25), the same and additional differen-

ces are alluded to, as follows :
" There are some variations, both

of color and proportions, between Eastern and Western speci-

mens of the Robin. In the latter there is a tendency to a

longer tail, though the difference is not marked
;
and, as a rule,

they slightly exceed Eastern specimens in size. The broad white

tip to the lateral tail-feather— so conspicuous a mark of Eastern

birds— is scarcely to be found at all in any Western ones ; and in

the latter the black of the head is very sharply defined against the

lighter, clearer ash of the back, there liardly ever being a tendency

in it to continue backward in the form of central spots to the

feathers, as is almost constantly seen in Eastern examples ; of

Western specimens, the rufous, too, is appreciably lighter than in

Eastern."

Very extensive material received at the National Museum since

the above was written tends to confirm the constancy of most of

these differences between Eastern and Western Robins, while other
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points of diversity, previously overlooked, have been detected, the

most important being the much blacker tail of Eastern birds, and

their decidedly shorter wing.

Upon the whole, the two forms seem to constitute two veiy

strongly marked geographical races, which may be distinguished as

follows :
—

T. mifjratorins.— Wing, 4.85-5.35
;

tail, 4.10-4.60
;

bill, from nos-

tril, .48 -.51
;
tarsus, 1.20-1.35 ; middle toe, .85 -.92.* Inner web of

outer tail-featlier with a distinct white terminal spot. Tail-feathers of

adult male dusky black, with slight edging of plunibeus. Habitat.

Eastern region, including the whole of Alaska, Eastern Mexico, and the

eastern border of the Missouri Plains.

T. propinquus, Ridgw. (MSS.).— Wing, 5.35 - 5.60
;

tail, 4.60 - 4.70
;

bill, from nostril, .50 -.55
;
tarsus, 1.30-1.35 ; middle toe, .90. Inner

web of lateral tail-feather with merely a narrower terminal edging of white,

or with no white whatever. Tail-feathers of adult male dusky slate, with-

out distinctl}' paler edges. Habitat. Western region, including eastern

base of Rocky Mountains.

We find the character of blackish centres to the interscapulars in

Eastern specimens to be too inconstant a feature to serve as a

character. No specimens of the Western series are so marked, but

many Eastern ones, otherwise typical, have no trace of these mark-

ings. It is a well-known fact that the eggs of the Western Robins

average considerably larger in size than those of Eastern birds.

Buli. N.O.O. 2. Jaa.,1877.p.

*
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BREEDING HABITS OF THE AMERICAN ROBIN

{MERULA MIGRATOR/A) IN EASTERN
MASSACHUSETTS.

by reginald heber howe, jr.

Arrival and Dates of Nesting.

The arrival of migrant male Robins in Eastern Massachusetts

occurs early in March, the females about a week later and gener-

ally by the fifteenth of the month they are to be seen in fair

numbers in their old haunts. By the tenth of April nests are to

be found under construction— these early builders as often, I

think, choosing the bare crotch of a maple, as the more protected,

both from weather and sight, branches of a spruce or pine.

Throughout the rest of April and fully two thirds of May we may

find nests under construction that are to hold the first brood. I

am inclined to believe that the first arrivals are the early builders

and that the birds that arrive in late March and early April are

the birds we find nest constructing in early or mid May.

Mating.

For the same reason that I believe individual Crows and Blue

Jays are resident in a locality, I believe that a pair of Robins

that have nested in a certain tree or in a certain area are the

identical birds that have done so for years. In other words, an

ornithologist continually in the field in one bit of country year

after year comes to know the general habits of certain common

birds, their special ways and traits, and with a degree of cer-

tainty can assert that they are the same birds he sees the year

round or that come to his locality yearly. For instance, I know

of a pair of Robins that nested in a friend's garden three years

in succession. Food was placed outside the dining room window

during their first spring, of which they partook regularly. Each

successive year they returned to the garden to breed, and on

arrival would come to be fed at the window as they had been

accustomed to do. The young were also brought by their parents
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to be fed, but I have every reason to believe that it was the

parent birds that returned each year and not a pair of -which

either the male or female were one of the young of the previous

year. (See Auk, Vol. II, p. 304.) Thus I feel confident that a

pair of Robins once mated remain so for a number of years until

separated by injury or death. I can well imagine it to be within

the range of possibility, that a pair of birds leaving their summer
home could keep together, joining some flock made up of other

pairs, and migrate and winter in company ; in fact, I think for a

pair to separate, whose love for each other is as strong as we
know it to be, and to wander apart never to meet again, seems

harder to believe than disbelieve.

The arrival of the males before the females can be explained

by the male birds of the winter flock starting in advance of their

less hardy mates (for winter records in the north of various

species are almost always of male birds), to be followed by the

females a week or so later when the weather is less severe ; and it

is probable that the more pronounced Robin courtships we see

going on about us in the spring are the birds who lost their mates

during the previous winter, remating, and the young of the year

being wooed for the first time.

The Choosing of the Nest Site.

In my careful observing of Robins at the breeding season .

I have only once seen a pair choose a nest site. I chanced to be

looking at a female Robin one day (1897) sitting in a crotch of

a wild cherry tree when she flew to the ground and began chasing

about a male, evidently her mate. In a minute they both flew to

the crotch that she had just left and stood peering about; the

male flew to the ground again in a few seconds and the female

also flew, returning in a minute with the first few twigs that were

to form the foundation of the nest. I believe the female chooses

the site, as it is she who does the greater part of the building.

The Nest Site.

The Robin's nest is too common an object to every observer of

bird life to waste space in describing its various situations. Suf-
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fice it to say, I have found the nest from two to fifty feet eleva-

tion, and in ahnost every growth of tree common to this locality,

as well as on buildings, and others in such places as old carriages,

wood piles, etc.

Construction of Nest.

Having watched a number of nests during construction, I have
been able to determine a fair average of the time required, and
other interesting points.

After the site has been chosen the building of a substantial

foundation of twigs, grasses, string, etc., is begun ; this finished,

finer grasses are brought and the bird standing in the centre of

the foundation draws them round. After the sides of the nest

have been fairly well made the bird by turning around in the

nest shapes it to the exact contour of its body, and by pushing

its breast far down into the nest and raising the primaries, it

presses the nest with the wrist of the wing into a compact and
perfect mass. The next work is the plastering with mud ; a rainy

day is generally chosen for this work ; the bird brings the mud
in its bill and, placing it on the inside of the nest, flattens it into

shape by exactly the methods just described. All that remains

now is the lining, which is made of fine grasses and which

adheres to the mud, making a substantial though not a particu-

larly beautiful nest.

The average measurements of nest are
;

depth, outside, 3
inches; depth, inside, 2J inches; breadth, outside, 6J inches;

breadth, inside, 4 inches.

The average period for construction is about six days— the

longest period, fifteen days and the shortest, three days. The
weather and whether the female is pressed to drop her eggs

seem to be the chief explanation of the variation in time. Both
sexes build, but the bulk of the work is done by the female.

After a nest has been finished, there is often, in fact generally,

a delay of from one to four days before laying.

Laying and Incubation.

As far as my observations go, one egg is laid each twenty-four

hours until the complete set is finished which consists of from
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two to four eggs (very rarely five in this locality); and if the
weather is cold the bird often at once begins to set, that is, with
the laying of the first egg. Otherwise, if the weather is mild,
setting does not commence until the complete clutch is laid.

The eggs are generally laid, I believe, between the hours of

eleven p. m. and four a. m., but this is at least not always so.

The average period of incubation is thirteen days, but a variation
of nearly twenty-four hours is not very uncommon. The female
incubates almost unassisted : the male, however, I have observed
in a number of cases, upon the female leaving the nest, takes her
place, sometimes on the edge of the nest, while at other times he
settles himself upon the nest, somewhat awkwardly, but in no
case have I ever seen a male sit for more than three minutes in

succession. The female does not leave the nest at noon to feed,
when the heat of the sun is the strongest, as one would suppose,
but leaves the nest generally about nine to ten a. m. and five to
six p. M. I have never observed the male feed the female while
incubating.

Care and Growth of the Young.

The young may all be hatched inside of twenty-four hours or
during a space of three days ; this is governed by whether the
female begins to incubate at the completion of the clutch or, by
reason of cold weather, at the laying of the first or second egg.
As soon as the young are hatched both birds commence to supply
them with food, the male doing his full share. For the first few
days the young apparently do not need much nourishment only
warmth, for the female leaves the nest but rarely during this
period. The eyes of the young open on the sixth day, and from
the third day on, the rapidity of feather growth is astounding.
The parents are now kept busy from morn till eve supplying the
wants of the young, the birds bringing food to the nest nearly
twenty times per hour.

The method of keeping the nest clean from the excrement of
the young is interesting. Each time the female comes to the
nest with food she stands, after delivering the morsel, until one
of the young, having elevated its hinder parts, excretes on the
edge of the nest, when she stoops forward and apparently szml-
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/fwj-i the excrement. I have also observed that at times she

would not swallow the excrement but carry it in her bill from the

nest. During the last few days the young are in the nest they

spend most of their time preening themselves.

During the period the young are in the nest I have never

observed the male to sit, but I know of a reported instance where

a male was known to do so. The young rarely all leave the nest

at once, under natural conditions, but the nest is empty generally

about fourteen days after the young hatch
;
they remain, however,

for over a week in the immediate neighborhood of the nest, cared

for by their parents. Young birds in this locality may be seen

on wing as early as May 15.

Second Broods.

The second brood is never, as far as my observations go, raised

from the same nest but from another constructed in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the former one. I have no evidence and do not

believe that a third brood is ever raised, but not uncommonly,
fresh eggs are to be found late in July and young birds late in

August.

Nest

No.

Period of

Construc-

No.

of

Eggs.

Period of

Incubation.

Entire

Nesting

Period.

Species of

Tree

Nest in.

Elevation

of

Nest.

3

S

6

7

8

15 days.

3
"

8
"

3
"

deserted.

4

12 days 20 lirs.

blowndown.
13 days 5 hrs.

13 days.

13 days.

taken.

15 days.

16 days.

IS f

45 days.

38 days.

36 days.

35
'

1
approx.

1 30 days.

Spruce.
( Woodbine,
1 piazza.

Spruce.

Wild cherry.
Spruce.

Apple.
Oak.
Elm.
Oak.

20 feet.

8
"

15
"

deserted.
18 "

talcen.

19
'I

18
"

Aver-
age.

6 days. 3 13 days. 37 days. 16 feet.

1 The bird may eject the excrement after flying to some distance from the
nest.
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SUMMER ROBIN ROOSTS.

BY WILLIAM BREWSTER.

Perhaps the greatest charm of ornithology is that its pursuit
yields surprises when they are least expected. Especially true is

this of the study of birds' habits, for a close watch kept on even
the commoner species is sure, sooner or later, to reveal facts npt
in the books. Nor is this strange, for a lifetime is not long
enough for fathoming all the secrets of the woods and fields

immediately about one's home, while the general subject is

inexhaustible. Moreover, a discovery which comes early and
easily to one may long elude others equally vigilant. Yet who
would suspect that at this late day, there could be an unwritten
page in the life history of our Robin {Merula migratoria) ^ a
species of unusually general distribution, abundant nearly every-
where, and probably familiar to a larger number of people than
any other bird on this continent.? Nevertheless no author whom
I have consulted so inuch as mentions the fact that Robins,
while still in their summer haunts, form roosts* which are re-

sorted to regularly night after night and season after season by
hundreds or even thousands. Such gatherings, however, are by
no means uncommon in Massachusetts, and they doubtless occur
throughout the entire North, wherever Robins abound.

Possibly, they have been neglected rather than overlooked.
In either case I hope to show that they are not without interest

and importance. What I have to say of them proceeds chiefly

from personal experience, but I have also drawn freely froin the
notes of Messrs. Faxon, Batchelder and Torreyf, to all of whom
I am indebted for much valuable aid in the preparation of this

paper.

Our Massachusetts Robin roosts are invariably in low-lying
woods which are usually swampy and are composed of such de-

*It has been known for some time of course, that Robins form large roosts while
in their winter quarters in the South, but no very exact or precise information con-
cerning these roosts seems to have been thus far recorded.

tMr. Torrey has written an article on this subject for the October issue of the
'Atlantic Monthly.' It will relate, I understand, chiefly to a roost at Melrose High-
lands which he has studied closely.
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ROBIN EOOSTS.

Of all the nearly eight hundred spe-

cies of Nortli American birds, the robin

is without question the one most gener-

ally known. Its great commonness and

wide distribution have something to do

with this fact, but can hardly be said

to account for it altogether. The red-

eyed vireo has almost as extensive a

range, and at least in New England is

possibly more numerous ; hut except

among ornithologists it remains a stran-

ger, even to country-bred people. Not

long ago a man, whose writings show

him to be an exceptionally intelligent

lover of things out-of-doors, wrote to me
that to the best of his knowledge he had

never seen a vireo of any kind. The
robin owes its universal recognition part-

ly to its size and perfectly distinctive

dress, partly to its early arrival in the

spring, but especially (;o the nature of

its nesting and feeding habits, which

bring it constantly under every one's eye.

It would seem impossible, at this late

day, to say anything new about so famil-

iar a bird ; but the robin has one inter-

esting and remarkable habit, to which

there is no allusion in any of our sys-

tematic ornithological treatises, so far as

I am aware, although many individual

observers must have taken notice of it.

I mean the habit of roosting at night in

large flocks, while still on its breeding

grounds, and long before the close of

the breeding season.^

Toward the end of summer, two years

ago, I saw what looked like a daily pas-

sage back and forth of small companies

of robins. A friend, living in another

town, had noticed similar occurrences,

and more than once we discussed the

subject; agreeing that such movements

were probably not connected in any way
with the grand southward migration,

which, so far as we could judge, had

not yet commenced, but that birds must

be flying to and from some nightly re-

sort. The flocks were small, however,

and neither of us suspected the full sig-

nificance of what we had seen.

On the 19th of July, 1889, the same

friend informed me that one of our

Cambridge ornithologists had found a

robin roost in that city, — a wood in

which great numbers of birds congre-

gated every night. This led me to keep

a sharper eye upon my own robins,

whom I had already noticed repeating

their previous year's actions. Every

evening, shortly hefore and after sun-

set, they were to be seen flying, now
singly, now by twos and threes, or

even by the half dozen, evidently on

their way to some rendezvous. I was

suspicious of a rather distant hilltop

covered with pine-trees ; but before I

could make it convenient to visit the

place at the proper hour, I discovered,

quite unexpectedly, that the roost was

close by the very road up and down
which I had been walking : an isolated

piece of swampy wood, a few acres in

extent, mostly a dense growth of gi'ay

birches and swamp white oaks, hut with

a sprinkling of maples and other decid-

uous trees. It is bounded on the further

side by a wet meadow ; at the eastern

end by a little ice-pond, with a dwelling-

house and other buildings beside it, all

within a stone's throw of the wood.

* Six years ago, in the summer of 1884, Mr.

William Brewster discovered such a general

roost in Belmont, Mass. The place has been

used ever since for the same purpose, and is

frequently mentioned in the following pages.

.) ust as my maimscript is ready for the printer,

Mr. Brewster informs me that he is to treat

the subject in the next issue of The Auk,—
for October, 1890, — to which I am happy to

refer readers who may wish a more thorough

discussion of the matter than I have been able

to give.
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A WINTER ROBIN ROOST IN MISSOURI, AND OTHER
ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES.

by o. widmann.

1. October, 1893.

Mr. William Brewster and Mr. Bradford Torrey made us

acquainted with tlie Robin's summer roost. They tell us that the

roosting flights diminish rapidly after the middle of September
and that by the end of the first week in October the roosts are

practically deserted.

This corresponds to what is going on at the winter roost. As
the Robin deserts the former, it appears at the latter, and at the

particular roost of which I will speak now, the maximum of

frequency is reached by the middle of October, when the roosting

birds must be numbered by thousands and, perhaps, tens of

thousands.

This roost is situated sixty miles northwest of St. Louis in the

northeast corner of Lincoln County, Missouri. It is a wide, open
marsh, between King's Lake on the west and the Mississippi

River on the east, near to the former, but about two miles from
the latter. The ground is highest along King's Lake and lowest
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half a mile east of it, where the rain and overflow leave a deep

and long slough. The marsh dries up slowly during the summer
and in dry seasons the slough may even become nearly or entirely

dry in fall.

The higher levels of the marsh are cultivated and, when visiting

the ground in October, we may find parts of it sown to wheat

while on others corn has been shocked and some of the marsh

grass has been made into hay and put up in large stacks.

King's Lake is fringed by a nice growth of trees among which

we recognize pinoaks, elms, soft maples, pecans, persimmons,

honey locusts, willows and in the fore ground several fine specimens

of red haw, covered with scarlet fruit, which together with the

adjoining farm buildings make a most picturesque landscape.

The lower parts of the marsh, with the exception of the slough

itself, are overgrown with reeds' five feet high, bending over in all

directions. These reeds are matted into a regular thicket which

is not easily penetrated. In the fall the reeds are dry and yellow,

some cinnamon and even dark chestnut brown.

It is in these reeds that the Robin finds a safe retreat for the

night, sheltered equally well from wind and cold, rain and snow,

and comparatively safe from prowling enemies. During the day

nothing betrays the roost. Not a Robin is seen in the neighbor-

hood all forenoon and for several hours of the afternoon. An
hour or two before sunset a few may arrive and stay in the trees

along King's Lake, but nobody would suspect anything extra-

ordinary until half an hour before sunset when the great influx

begins.

The new arrivals no more fly to the trees but alight on the

ground, some in the wheat field, some in the meadows, some on

the corn and hay stacks, but the majority flies directly into the

reeds, while the others shift from place to place until they, too,

disappear. They do not come in troops like Blackbirds, but the

whole air seems for a while to be filled with them, and standing

in the marsh, one can easily see that they come from all points of

the compass, all aiming toward a certain tract of reeds, a piece

' Known in botanical works as fresh-water card-grass {Sfartina cynosuroides

Willd.).
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of about forty acres on some of the lowest ground where the last

remains of water are now vanishing, leaving heaps of dead and
dying fishes in the puddles (mostly dog, cat, and buffalo fishes).

When unmolested the Robins are not long in settling down and
out of sight amongst the high and thickly matted reeds, and it is

not nearly dark when the last has disappeared and nothing

indicates the presence of so many thousand Robins but an
occasional clatter, soon to give way to entire silence. If one
enters their domain at night, they start with a scold, one by one,

and not until one approaches very closely, to drop down again at

no great distance.

Associating with them in the roost sleep a goodly number of

Rusty Blackbirds, while the Bronzed Crackles keep somewhat
apart. They arrive in troops with the last Robins and leave also

a little later in the morning.

The Robin leaves its roost with the break of day, in about the

same mysterious way in which it came. For a few minutes the

whole air is alive with Robins, not in troops or heading in

certain directions, but every one seems to follow another route,

some moving at moderate heights through the misty air, but the

greater number rise rapidly, though with laborious wing, heavy
with dew, in order to gain the drier and purer atmosphere above,

where they disappear as mere specks in the first rays of the just

now rising sun.

Where are they going ? The sun is hardly high enough in the

sky to throw its soft light on the dew-drops in the marsh when
not a single Robin is either heard or seen. Several clouds of

Grackles have swept over the marsh with heavy, whistling wing
and have disappeared in the distance

; the marsh now seems
deserted. Silence reigns. The sun's rays are beginning to

soften the chilliness of the October air. The Leconte's Sparrow
creeps stealthily up to an elevated position to dry its wet dress in

the sunshine. Swamp and Song Sparrows leave the reeds to

visit the tussocks in the oozy slough. The two Marsh Wrens come
out of their retreat for moments to air their tiny wings. Snipes
and Pectoral Sandpipers are at work on the softer parts of the

slough. Rails sneak from under the decaying leaves of water-

plants and the Marsh Hawk has occupied its favorite perch in
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the swamp. A few Rustics may still linger in the neighborhood

but no Robin is heard or seen. Where did they all go ?

It takes considerable quantities of food to satisfy so many

thousands of birds and we should therefore not wonder to find

them fifty and more miles away from the roost, visiting certain

known feeding grounds or wandering in search of new ones and

still return in the evening to the same roost, day by day, for

weeks, and some of them even for months.

With the advent of severe winter weather, generally about the

middle or last part of November, the great majority leave this

northern roost, presumably for another roost in more southern

climes, but enough remain in ordinary seasons, such as 1893-94,

throughout the winter, to send detachments on foraging expedi-

tions to regions as far away as St. Louis County. Suppose a

frosty morning in midwinter, with the sun just rising in its cold

splendor, finds us standing in the wooded bottomland on the

right bank of the Missouri River, near Creve Cceur Lake,

thirty-five miles southeast of the roost. Flickers have just left

their sleeping apartments in the high old timber and are gathering

on tree-tops to enjoy the first rays of the rising orb. Troops of

Red-winged Blackbirds and smaller parties of Cowbirds have

passed by, coming from a neighboring roost. The first Crows

are appearing on the scene, tired by the uninterrupted flight from

the distant roost. It is now ten minutes since the sun is in the

sky, when all at a sudden the startling notes of the Robin are

heard overhead and a dozen or so alight in the tree-tops to rest a

minute or two. While we are yet watching them, a few more are

seen coming from the same direction in the northwest and after

making things lively for a few moments, calling and chattering,

all are gone, proceeding on their tour through St. Louis County.

We may meet them again, some time during the day, somewhere

along the border of a shallow water or in the recesses of a dilapi-

dated forest, feeding among the debris in company with several

kinds of Sparrows, Bluebirds and similar braves who risk their

lives to prove the mildness of a Missouri winter.

• Since writing the above I have visited, in the last week of October, a very

large roost in the flags of Indian Slough, a branch of the St. Francis River,

southern Missouri, not far from the Arkansas state line.
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Later in the winter, the habits of the Robin change. Those

who left this roost return no more in spring. With the very first

awalcening of spring the old Robin's love for home surroundings

no longer allows of his wandering forth and back through the

land Hke an aimless tramp ;
he no longer finds pleasure or seeks

safety in hiding in the swamps like a thief. His only desire is to

hurry to his old breeding grounds as fast as vanishing snow and

melting ice permit. He braves all dangers and the rigors of late

winter weather like a man, content with the all-inspiring company

of his devoted spouse.

n. April 12, 1894.

What a transformation has been going on at the site of the

Robin's roost! Everything looks changed! The corn-shocks

have been removed, the field ploughed and the marsh-grasses,

even the flags, have been burnt to the ground. For miles around

the level ground looks black and bare. No Robin and no Black-

bird could be expected to roost on this charred waste
;
and it is

questionable if any birds at all visit such an uninviting solitude.

But let us try ; let us go over the entire tract and see if it is really

forsaken.

What at first seemed a universally and equally charred plain

proves by closer inspection to be a checker-board of tracts, some

lately burnt, some, not yet touched by fire, have only been

trampled down by grazing animals, and in the region of the

slough we find small islands of high and tangled grass, which

have been saved from destruction by a belt of moist ground

intervening. The winter and early spring have been exception-

ally dry ; the water in the slough or lake, as it is called where

free from plant growth, is very low, nowhere more than six

inches deep. There are large mud-flats from which the water is

just receding. Adjoining these are zones of mire covered with

the remains of withered spatter dock, and these in turn are sur-

rounded by a girdle of partly burnt flags.

But we have not been on the ground long before we detect

our error. The marsh is not the dreary void for which we took

it. We have hardly reached the old cornfield, lately turned over
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to be worked into a new cornfield— if only the Mississippi will

be merciful enough to spare it from an untimely flood— when

we notice that on and between the large clods everything seems

alive with little birds. And how busy they are ! Those nearest

to us run in stooping attitude as fast as they can long distances

down the furrows ; the others walk by fits and starts with

watchful eye, darting right and left, to pick up the bread and

meat which the plow so kindly exposed. Now and then one will

fly up into the air, ten or more feet, and with a dexterous turn

will overtake a fleeing insect. This is a flock of Titlarks or

Pipits, Antkus pensilvmicus ; perhaps a hundred of the sprightly

birds, and as long as they stay with us the marsh will not be the

desolate wilderness for which at first we took it. They have a

way of enlivening a region in the most interesting manner. They

are not always on the ploughed field, and when they leave it and

take to wing as if to say good-bye forever, they will shortly be

back again and try another piece of ground, the very one which

has been charred so recently that the cinders still preserve the

shape of the plant of which they formed the frame.

And even if not seen their endearing voice is so often in the

air, that we are always cognizant of their presence. Small parties

follow us to the mud-flats in the lake and even walk deliberately

into the water, up to the belly, to obtain a toothsome morsel

from below its surface.

Though belonging to the Wagtail family, the wagging of the

tail does not play such a conspicuous role as one might suppose.

Indeed, it is only performed when its owner is in a sort of excite-

ment, especially when in a state of undecision, where the fluc-

tuations of its mind are expressed in, or at least correspond with,

the vacillations of its tail.

The white tail-feathers do not form such a distinguishing

feature as they do in Junco, for instance. The white is but little

visible when the bird takes wing, but it shows very plainly on

alighting, when the fully spread tail-feathers check the force of

the descent. The dress they wear this time of the year varies

greatly in intensity and in color with the individual. 'I'he

cinnamon-buff of the lower part is mostly of a yellow cast, but

not seldom a decidedly reddish hue. The amount of dark spots
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is also greatly differing and some have even a pronounced

maxillary line, enclosing a white chin and running down to a black

patch in the middle of the breast. Some appear to be really

blue above, others decidedly greenish. Their note is a short

tsit-tsilit and the flight at first a fitful jumping from one side to

the other, then undulatory like a Goldfinch's, changing at last

to a more protracted rise and fall not unlike a Horned Lark's.

But Anthus is not the only inhabitant of the lonely marsh.

Sometimes when a flock goes up we hear besides the well-known

tsit-tsilit another note of abrupt sharpness, which can hardly

belong to the gentle Pipit. It must come from a wilder bird, who
only frequents the same feeding ground and goes up when they

go. It is no less a personage than Smith's Longspur, Calcarius

pictus, and if we go carefully over the ground we shall soon make
its acquaintance. It needs care, because, when alone by them-

selves, they do not go up as readily as Anthus. We may walk

right among them and they will not fly up
;
they only run with

lowered head a few yards away from us and squat until we have

passed. They use any depression to hide in, and on the low

grounds they have not to run far, since nearly every square yard

has its crawfish hill.

Upon the slightest indication of their presence we stop and

look about us, scrutinizing every foot of ground. Before long,

we may see one, two, three or more around us, some with con-

spicuous white shoulders, light gray and dark, black-striped head

and yellowish napes ; others without the white on the shoulders,

comparatively plain birds, females. There is an obvious simi-

larity of the under parts with that of the Titlark.

They give us plenty of time to look at every one, but as soon as

one goes up with its sharp alarm-note, immediately birds are seen

to rise from twenty different points around us, go straight and in

spirals up above us, all showing in a striking manner the white

patches on the under wing-coverts and the white outer tail-feathers
;

emitting their wild dick, they hover right above our heads, go

higher and higher until they gain an altitude, where even the

best field-glass can reach them no more. Though they go high,

they do not go far and after a little manoeuvring may come down
again and settle within half a mile of the spot from where they

rose.
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But while we are busy watching them, a troop of thirty Golden
Plovers sweeps by, low over the marsh, and seeing us, they draw
a few wide circles around us in a style which in beauty and
precision of execution cannot be surpassed.

When satisfied that all is safe, they alight, all at once, as if

moved by a single thought, all at the very same moment, and
keep standing close together, all in one bunch, all pointing the

head one way, all motionless for several seconds, all eyes fixed

upon the suspicious looking intruder. They are most beautiful

creatures
; the symmetrically shaped body with head, neck, wings,

tail and legs, all in the most pleasing harmony of proportions
;

the large, intelligent, dark eye, set off to best advantage by a pure

white curve, half encircling it and running down along the side

of the neck ; the back reflecting golden light, while the white

underparts begin to show dark cloudings, in some few even a

black area.

Now they begin to feed, running swiftly over the newly burnt

ground, gathering food at every run, when suddenly they spy a

large body of others of their kind, coming nearer and nearer, in

a long-stretched line, filling the air with a medley of melodious

whistles in many different keys — and up they go like a flash to

join their passing brothers. The whole troop, perhaps 500 in all,

manoeuvres now in common and like a regiment of the best

drilled soldiers, they perform the most astonishing evolutions in

turns and sweeps, now high, now low, now all a flash of brightest

gold, then all a streak of silvery white, almost vanishing from view

in the distant sky, to return with lightning rapidity so low as to

almost touch the ground with the tip of their long, swift pinions.

The marsh is after all not the deserted waste for which it might

be taken, and though the April moon rises upon it without throw-

ing the shadow of high and floating grasses upon slumbering

Robins and Blackbirds, as it did in fall, its soft light is reflected

from many a golden back of north-bound wanderers who need no
shelter during night but nestle down upon a lawn-like ground,

and, judging from the countless number of white spots that mark
their stay, return to their favorite roost for several nights.

And we have not yet visited the slough or lake, as it is called.

It is just full of life and the birds there have to-day a holiday.
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They seem to feel at home and when disturbed are loath to leave.

This out-of-the-way slough is at times a true asylum for the poor

hunted game-birds. A few St. Louis business men have acquired

the sole right to hunt with the intention to spend the Sundays

here a-hunting ; but the county officials found it good to enforce

the law which forbids shooting on Sundays. The consequence is

that the birds have a good time generally and on some days it

looks as if it were a veritable paradise for Ducks and Snipes, when

they feed unmolested from morn till night.

If we slowly and carefully approach, there will be a little stir

among them, but soon all will resume their vocation, especially

when the day is cool and birds are hungry. In such weather the

Snipes do not lie still but feed all day. See, one walks in the water

just in front of us, knee-deep, unmindful of our presence, con-

tinually thrusting the long bill into the mud below, immersing the

face to the edge of the eye.

A party of Mallards, an equal number of males and females, is

swimming in the water, only a hundred yards away. They try to

hide behind the spatter dock, the females at least, but the beau-

tiful greenheads will never for a moment turn their watchful eye

from us, and if we should make the least suspicious demonstration,

all would be up at once.

Six Pectoral Sandpipers, Tringa maculata, come with a song,

and, after alighting near the edge of the water, make immediately

into it and begin to feed, picking at every step.

The slough forms here a small lake, a few inches deep, in fact

just deep enough to allow two Yellow-legs, Totanus flavipes, to

wade all over its midst, while the Pectoral Sandpipers with their

shorter legs must remain along its edge. Thus they feed together

for hours, if undisturbed, and we have ample opportunity to com-

pare their appearance and behavior. At first sight, their dress

seems pretty much alike, but the back of Totanus is finer and

darker mottled, and viewed from thd side the black wing-tips form

a conspicuous patch, completely hiding the white upper tail-

coverts, while in Tringa the corresponding region shows a white

area, formed by the upper and lower tail-coverts. The superciliary

in both birds is only obvious when the birds are seen from in

front ; the face of Tringa is more Snipe-like, the bill of Totanus is
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darker, longer, straighter. There is no jerking with tlie head in

Tringa as in Totanus. The former goes up with a Swallow-like

note, the latter with a loud whistle, which it sometimes utters

while in the water, and not seldom does it stretch its leg or raise

its wings straight overhead, to show the pretty lining of that

powerful wing which makes him such a wonderfully swift flyer.

As the Yellow-legs go up and fly away from us, the white tail

is a striking object and when on wing the long and slender body,

with legs sticking way out behind, is a peculiar sight. The white

outer tail-feather of Tringa is just visible as a white margin and

when the bird is speeding through the air it has some resemblance

to a Swallow.

The Pectorals, though there are always a few together, seem

disposed to be quarrelsome at this season, and frequent bickerings

occur, in which they jump up against each other and utter some-

thing hke bad language.

Following the border of the slough we come upon many solitary

Snipes
;
they go up but do not leave the slough, which is about a

mile in length, and has the shape of an S. In the peninsulas formed

by the curves of the S the grass and weeds have escaped the fire

entirely and remain in their original wilderness. Here is where

the Savanna and Swamp Sparrows find a retreat to their liking, and

the old Red-winged Blackbird is occupying a perch on one of the

few small bushes, in which his last year's nest is still hanging.

He declares with wonderful perseverance over and over again that

he is the owner of the patch.

A pair of Shovellers, Spatula dypeata, fly low over the slough,

and, as our eyes follow admiringly the showy birds, we detect a

bunch of Blue-winged Teals, which upon nearer approach go up

in pairs with a soft, peculiar whistle. Troops of Pipits and Golden

Plovers come towards evening to bathe and drink and leave again.

On a part of the marsh set aside for pasturage and with the old

grass pretty thick in places, a number of small birds spring up and

fly a few rods, low over the ground, and drop out of sight. Using

a little strategy we succeed in driving one to the border of the

slough, where he perches in full view and allows an easy identi-

fication : a Leconte Sparrow in high plumage, deep yellow head

and neck with almost black stripes and markings in sharp contrast.
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Approaching stealthily a small, isolated pool a pair of Baldpates
is very much surprised to be so rudely disturbed and starts off with
exclamations of genuine disgust.

We leave the marsh and as we near the farm a fine old Marsh -

Hawk, with azure on his back and a ray of sunset scattered over
the breast, is started from a fence post. Traversing a patch of
high weeds we are greeted on all sides by farewells of a restless
throng of Tree Sparrows, assembled here to fix the day or rather
the night for the approaching departure. With the exception of
the Red-wings all birds, which we have met to-day, are only
transient guests, and another week or two will carry off the last

of them to the northward. The scene will then be changed and
will be very different from what we saw to-day, since other
forms of life will take the places of the departed ones.

Ank XII. Jan. 1895 p. 1-11



Destruction of Robins in a Storm.— There occurred on Long Island

about midnight, Friday, August 29, the most severe electric storm I have

ever witnessed. During my forty years of residence at Floral Park, I have

never known a summer storm so severe as to kill any mature bird in full

strength, but the one above referred to annihilated the Robins that Hve in

the trees about my lawn. Thirty-six were picked up the next morning

on about an acre of ground, and others in the near vicinity brought the

total up to about fifty. The Enghsh Sparrows were very abundant also

but very few were Idlled; the StarUngs escaped uninjured as far as I can

learn. I have hardly seen a Robin since that fatal night. The storm was

accompanied by high wind although not severe enough to uproot trees or

break branches to any considerable extent, but it was accompanied by the

heaviest downpour of rain I have seen in many years and lasted for a con-

siderable time.

The birds were evidently blown out of the trees where they were roostmg

and perished from the awful wetting they were subjected to on the ground,

— .John Lbwis Guilds, Floral Park, N. Y.
/jfjn^ ^O, Ocit IQ' -:. p. ^

Morning Awakening Notes at Jefferson Highland, N. H.— Mr.
Francis H. Allen in his genera] note in ' The Auk,' January, 1915, p. 110,

again calls in question the genuineness of the early songs which precede the

singing of the Robin as morning songs given in response to the break of day,

still regarding them as songs of night. Others may share in some measure
his incredulity. I desire, therefore, that my records obtained at Jefferson

Highland, N. H., should remove this doubt, for they show conclusively

season by season that there not only do Song Sparrows and Chipping

Sparrows habitually sing several times before the Robin, but that Wood
Pewee and Alder Flycatcher are always much earlier singers, and that

and adventitious, due to the caprice of the bird, occasionally heard, but

not to be regularly looked for and with certainty heard. These earliest

songs after the first light of dawn are unfailingly given and can be looked

for with certainty of realization.

In the hour preceding visible dawn, which in days of earliest sum-ise at

Jefferson is 2.30 o'clock or a little before, I have very, very few times heard

any expression of song, yet I have often been awake at one o'clock and
remained awake listening carefully until I have gone out at two o'clock or a

few minutes thereafter. Whereas, as the time of 2.30 approaches, it is

usual to hear the first songs from one, two, or three birds which are within

range of hearing, and these songs are followed by repetitions from the same
birds or from other birds at infrequent intervals for a time, until their

awakening is more complete. So it has been my practice to be out shortly

after 2 o'clock, when not before; in season for these first responses to the

break of day, and experience has shown that the birds' awakening begins

with these songs, given when the dawn has already visibly brightened the

eastern sky.

The Ovenbird's early flight song, which is heard quite unfailingly at

dawn, is its twiUght song, equally so in the morning as in the evening and

late afternoon. It can be depended upon, at least in the woodlands of

Jefferson Highland, and it must be borne in mind that my testimony on

the whole subject of the morning awakening is the result of my experience

in this mountain hamlet, where there is broad expanse of sky and complete

silence reigns, when the day opens, broken only by the birds as they awake
and sing.— Horace W. Wright, Boston, Mass.


